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THE ION-SIZE

Chapt er I

EFFECT IN COLOUR CENTRE PROBLEMS

, the nature of

the Relaxed Excited State, the coupling of the electronic

states to phonons of the host lattice, distortion and porar-

ization in the vicinity of the defect, are still- wlde open

t"r INTRODUC TION

Calculation of the

in ioníc crystals is

theoretical efforts,

challenging problems

elect ronic struc tures

in the fifËh decade.

culminating in the

rema ined . Even t oday

of point defects

Despite zealous

1960's, numerous

the many-body

¡.¡hich demands

the system"

is convenient

The F-centre,

to theoretical investigatÍon. Above all is

aspect of the quantum mechanical sysEem,

equivalent treatment of al_1 electrons r¡ithln

The present rvork addresses this problem" It

to base the discussion on a specific defecE"

consisting of an electron trapped in an anion vacancy (see

fig. la), has been treated extensively because of its simple

structure and high-symmetry environment. Here, the excess

electron is combined with the electronic structure of ions

neighbouring the vacancy. (Throughout thís work, the terms
ttF-electronttand ttexcess electrontt ryill be used synonymous-

ly). In this context, the classification of t'defect el_ec-

t- ronstt (Èhe group of elecErons rvhich are most sens f tive to
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the perturbation

ttcore electronstt

of the defect) is not rigorously correct" Nevertheless, f or

practical computatlonal purposes, such a distinction is aI-

utays made. Since one ís primarlly interested in defect

propertíes which are overwhelmingly governed by the state of

the defecE electrons, they are treaEed as accuraÈely as pos-

sible, while the core electrons âre usually reduced Èo a

fixed background potential and/or an addirional constraint

to r,rhich Ehe defect electrons are subject. The terr:r "Ion-

Size Ef fecttt in the literatures of colour centres refers to

the ef fecÈ of fmposing the Paulí Exclusion Principle to the

systen rather than slmply treating the ions as classical

point charges.

The properties rious colour centres are revieç¡ed in

detail by Fowl.r( 1) u'd by stoneh".(2). Because of Èhe

large number of papers published on this subject, each with

its o'.¡n emphasis, it is desirable to have a quick revie¡¿ of

a subset of Èhese v¡hich have particular relevance to the

ion-size effect. Special attention will be paid to the

physical assumptions nade in previous theoretf.cal rvorks.

This rvill also serve to focus on the particulars of the the-

oretical model used in the present work, rvhich wilt be de-

sc ríbed in de tail in the next chap ter .

4

clue t o the pres ence of the def ecÈ ) and

(electrons which clo not feel the presence



t"2 BBlg-E_ J_qAVE-_!_OF pREVTOUS THEORETlCAL PROCEDURES

Typically, there are three levers of sophistication Ín-

volved in all the defect calculations. Ttrey are:

( 1) The self -consistent reacl justrùent of the core orbitals

rvhen the def ect 1s introduced.

(2)

(3)

The treatmenË of overlap amang cores, and

Overlap betvreen excess elecÈron orbitals and the

lfost previous calculations ignore Level l, or treat it

with some very simplifying assumptions, the justification

being that a fully self-consistent treatrnent would raise the

problerir to an impossible computational leve1.

Levels 2 and 3 pose the problern of orthogonality, 'which

has been widely considered. The orthogonality constraint is

incorporated in some variational calculations, whereby the

defect rvavefunction ís varied subject to this constraint Èo

yielci the minimum energy" There are tr\ro erays Ín v¡hich the

constraint can be bullt ínto the calculation. These are re-

ferred to as Èhe ExËended ron method and pseudopotential

me thod, and rvill be dl-scussed under separare headings below.

This does not exhaust all the possible theoretical methods.

For example, Ehere is an older class of calculation usíng

the continuum and semi-continuum model, the details of which

have been revierr¡ed by Courary and Adri"r,(3).



T.2. L Extended Ion Method

rn the Extended ron method, one expllcitly orthogonalizes

the set of orbitals used through either the schmidt proce-

dure or Lowdin's netho¿ (4 ) . Although the tvro methods can be

shov¡n to be equivalent, the later is usually preferred be-

cause it offers a more systematic approach. Thus one starts

with a set of orbitals t{i}, r¡hÍch consists of atomic-like

orbitals locarized on different nuclear sites plus some tri-

a1 wavefunction locarrzed on the defect centre. Note that

orbitals locarized on different centres are non-orthogonal.

0ne looks for a linear transformationr 4, which transforms
,Y.v

{ Qii into { Qi}, such thar each + i is murually orthogonal

and normal-ízed:

Q;

Jô,
The transformation

(1.1) inro (1.2).

to:

r'¡h ere

+}

matrix A can be

The requi rement

(1.1)

(1.2)

found by substÍtuting

of orthonormality leads

ç/

^/rö d7l1't

Aii
ò

Á¿i

A+

I1

bl-:

S A_ I

s the identlty ma Èrix

s the overlap matrfx defined by:

(1.3)

[ +i +, Å-7

t¿i + o,î
c

1J

(1.4)



-r l2 (l"s)
$/ith

and g is arbitrary otherwise. The arbitrariness in g is

equivalenE to the arbitrariness one obtal-ns in choosing the

starting vector in the Schrnidt procedure. If one chooses:

Ehen

^-r/2
:

4¿i" (l-4)

onal element

2n

U

= I,

A=$
J-U.U::

is the Kronecker delta and A;; is

of g. The solution of 4 ir (1"3)

_t/
(Ir-a,) rz

==

7

the non-diag-

is:

(1"6)

elemenÈs of

the overlap

^-rl25 l-s ex-:

(1.7)

A

õ,

U=I

= Z 9;(s-6:
î

-r. 
r r,

(1.6)r âs it stands, is exact. Hovever, the

-1 l?S â ' F are difficult to evaluate. Noting that:
amongst orbiËals on different centres is sma11,

panded in povrer series:

and (1.6) becomes:

Ö' : ,ö.
'! ¡! I si^ri

r hrtAtr
2

I
I

2 ( I . B)

Different extended ion calculations in the past hinge on the

different vrays r¡ith r¿hich the series (f .B) is treated. The

accuracy of the various subsequent approximations had been

assessed and discussecl by Ilarker(5).
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The starting set of orbitals, { 4¿ }, can be divided into

tqro subs ets t Þri; $¡ ) v¡ith Qr; denoting the j -th core or-

bital locaLized on site Y and SF denoting the \,ravefunction

of the F-electron. In neglecting the self-consistent read-

jusrmenrs of Èhe cores " { Þr¡ } is fixed (e.g. free HarËree-

Fock orbitals from Clementi(6)), whi1" Qr becomes the trial

!¡avefunction. Notice that, already at this 1eve1, the prob-

1em has been reduced to a one-electron variational one'

Further, for computational reasons, usually only the síx

nearest neighbours (N.N. ) of the F-centre are taken explic-

íËly into account; that is, v only runs from I to 6 in

r 9,¡>.
Successive levels of approximations are summatízed below:

(a) Neglecting the overlaps betrveen all the orbitals.

This is equivalent to Èaking the first term of the expansion

(1.8) only:

it means that all ion-size effects are ignored and the ca1-

culation reduces to the famous Poínt-Ion rnodel of Gourary

and Adri"rr(7). The hosË crystal lattice becomes a regular

array of point charges of t 1 unit, which forms t.he poLen-

tial in v¡hich the single F-electron moves. Apart from the

variational solution by the above authors, this problem has

been solved exactly by Laughfirr(B).

(b) Neglecting core-core overlaps (amongst Qr; f or dif f er-

overlaps (between Q¡ attaent y ) but including defect-core

ö.\tv'l ) ø

CT

õ', * Q;
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Ifost of the extended-ion work fs done at thls 1ever, Gour-
âry and Adrl ^n(7 

) ro.r" the first authors to point out the
inadequacy of the point-ron moder- in calculating the hyper-
fjne strucrure (hfs) constantsrl since there is substantial
penetration of the F-wavefunction into the regions normally
occupied by the neighbouring cores o They suggested the
proper wavefunctfon Y* to use in hfs calculations is one ob-
tained by orthogonarrzing +F to the core orbitals Þrt for
the hf s coristant at site V . Thus:

(t.e)

rvh e re

N,,

¡ (Þ,ilQ*>Ö,1 
|J=l o

core orbitals loca Iizeðnumber ofN,, is the

on V,

N is rhe ron cons tant

Prit 4* rl'

The overlap integrals in ( 1.9) are tedious to evaruate.
Since only tPF(Rr), where R, Ís the distance of thev _ion

fron the orlgln r¿here the F-centre fs rocated, is required,
Gourary and Adrlan made a further approximatlon by negrect-
ing the variation of 4*oru. the core region. Thus:

No rma Iiz at
NP

- I l<
1= r

( Q,il 9,> ô,; (Rr) €,: I"- +Ï¡= +rj( .+( f ) Qrtìt

For a good revíev¡ on
ref " 9.

Èhe hfs of ESR and ENDOR spectra, see
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Ô,;(R2) Þr(

Bri +F (P,)

r*lr

er) ) à¡ Qr¡ t' s

j*d.r qri Ctr)

r one obtains

d. Ë Ó,¡

(1. r0)

(1.11)

q,i (Qr) 
J

his into (i"9)

Z Brn. I-; lJ
t-

SrcR,) f I
I

wh er " Bri

SubsËituting t

wher. G"

Y.(R ) = G, þr(R, )

N' I r

-Yz

c;t lN' = I | -
Q, i" ( t " I0) is referred to as the "Arplification Factor,,,
which gives a one-to-one correspondence between the smooth

F-wavefunction +, and the true rravefunction Y/F . rt de-

pends on the type of ion alone and can be calculated once

and for all.

Even wlth the amplífication factor introduced, there is

stil1 no ion-slze effect in the energy level calculations

because the orthogonarízation is done after the optimization

of St. To be more rigorous, the variational calculaÈion

should start ¡,¡ith a trial \^ravefunction (trvf ) r,rhich is ex_

plicitly orthogonalized :

%<i¡l = N-/¿ { +,,it, - I < Q,tt+,, 4r¡1 (r.12)



I1

r¡here N is the normarization constant and \ ls a set of

variatlonal parameters. The Amplification Factor approxima-

tion has to be given upo hlork along this llne \,7as carrj-ed

out by Kojir" (10) (ll) (on LiF), I^tood and Korrtngr(12) (on

Licl), and I{ood and .lo, (13) (on a1l rocksalt-srructured al-

kalf halides except the rubidlum and iodíne salts). rn Ko-

j fma's work on LfF, the coulomb and exchange effect of the

F-electron with its slx Li+ N.N. \rere included, v¡hereas in

Ilood and Joy, onry Èhe outer shell of elecÈrons of the six

N.N. Þ¡ere included in Na* and K+. Even at this reve1,
(one-efectron variational, free ion Hartree-Fock core orbi-

tals cons titutíng a background potentÍal ) , as l.lood and Joy

remarked, the computations

Further developments on

have been made by 0pik and

There are far more details

become very difficult to handle.

exÈended-ion model calculations

lvoo¿(t4) and Lrrood and opík(15).

l-n

accommodated here " Ho\Jever,

features, rvhich are sLated qua

these two papers than can be

there are three outsÈanding

litatively below:

operator is replaced by an(1) The non-1ocal exchange

angular- momentum dependent, numerfcal, potential.

(Í1) The N.N. Íons are treared explicitly wirh rhe model

potential as derived Ín (i ) r¡hi1e the more distant ions are

taken into account by Effective }lass Theory.

(iii) Polarrzation corrections are rnade ernpirically for

the dÍstanË íons"
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Recently, Leung and son, ( I 6) also dld an extended-ion carcu-

latl-on on the F-centre in LiF. coulomb and exchange ef fects

are included up to the fffth shell of nelghbours. Their

r'¡ork differs from Èhe previous ones by employing Gaussian-

type orbftars (GT0), and fully exploirlng rhe symmerry of

the defect. They have also studied the ef fect of using dif-

ferenÈ sets of core orbftals and. concluded that the resurEs

are quf te sens itive to the chofce.

(c) Including first-order core-core 0verlaps.

Expansfon ( 1.8) is kept up to Èhe íirst order rerm:

+¿È +i - +Lþtot;
b

wooa(17) had calculated isorropic

eighth neighbours of the F-centre in

mation. A critique on the accuracy

found in IIark".(5).

hfs constants up the

KCI with thls approxl-

of the calculatlon is

(d) Exact inversion of the overlap matrix g.
Harker( l8) n.s generated sets of orthonormal core orbitals

1Çr*) by evaluatlng g-t/2 
"*"ct1y, but rhey are used tn con-6-=

junctlon r,¡1th the pseudopotential rnethod, which wfll be de-

scrlbed fn the next sectLon.

L "2 "2 Pseudopotential Method

The following discusslon on pseudopotential theory fol-

lor¿s section 6-2.4, chapter 6 of Ref . z. I,lhile the orthogo-

narity constral-nt is included in the trial wavefunction ex-
prlcitly in the exÈended-ion method, it is absorbed into the



HamiLt onian as an

proach. Thus, ins

extra term in

Eead of solving:

= (t*v) YF t- \12
- -F lF

+"> +.

= (r"vr)4-

Q,

È. ft

+. > <+. I

orthogonal, P is also ldempotent:

l3

the pseudopotential ap-

(r.r3)

(1.14)

(I" 1s)

(i.16)

#+--
r.¡i th *þ-

F

P

rr 0.'s are

P2

= ö - t<{t
'F ã

r¡her. S. stands for a set of core orbitals (rrutuarry or-

thogonal either through the apprication of the Lowdin proce-

dure described before or through the approximation of neg-

lecting core-core overlaps) and r and v are the kinetlc and

potential energy operators repectively, one consíders:

(t+ + va) +* = (f +V +V.)

rn (I.I5) 
' u* is an (as yet unknorvn) potential term to simu-

late the requirement of orthogonality. vp "nd $o ure ca11ed

the pseudopotential and pseudowavefunction respectively,
^,/t¡hÍr. EF is the corresponding eigenvalue. To correlaÈe

(1.13) with (1.15), it is convenient ro inrroduce a projec-

tion operator P r¡hích projects a given function onto the ma-

nifold spanned by the core functlons d :

= Il
c

mutually

=P (r.r7)



% ( I - p) +F ( I . l4a )

The pseudopotential theorem asserts that if v* in ( I " l5)

ís taken as:

VR P-c) (I.18)

r,'here .C2 is an arbitrary operator. Then:

^)Er = Er (1.19)

can be obtained by substftutlng (t. lg) into

operating on both sides of the resulting equa_

I - P):

-P)<4 + Pfr)+F =

In terms of P, the true wavefunction

pseudowavefunction 4, ahrough

%is related to

cr-p)ÊFg.

E, ( t - P) Öe

4 commu tes r¡i th p,

F- \P_Ft-

The proof

(1.15), and

tion ¡vith (

(r

The commutativity betrve "" + and p,

the proof, needs to be examÍned " If

Eates of 4 , the commutativf ty f ollorvs

r.¡hich is assumed ín

e. are exa ct e igens -
automatically. Ho¡,¡-

(*l'+ Pll

Using (t"f7) and

giving Ef = EF, ¡¿hich

the cons trained problem

(1.15) yields the saae

can be obtained from

(1.r4a).

Pkþ Ple)+= =

(l"t4a) and assuming

++.
completes the proof. Thusr solving

(i"13) and the unconstrained problen

energy EF" The true \rTavefunction *fp

the pseudor,ravefunction Q, through

T4

the



ever,

ú/here

sínce one is primartly

15

concerned with defect problem

is e Hamiltonian of a crystal containing a de-rh

+.fect., while

core orb I tals

ís usually chosen as some free Hartree-Fock

the commutativíty is not exact " Neverthe-

1ess, such an approximatÍon is always made. ThÍs amounts to

neglecting core readjustment. caused by the perturbatlon due

Èo the crystal lattice and the defect. As descrÍbed ln the

previous section, the same assumption 1s made fn the extend-

ed-ion calculaËions too.

VR as given in ( I " 18) is a repulsive potential. Ins ide

the cores, there is large cancellation between vn and the

nuclear attractive potential, resulting in a relatively v¡eak

pseudopoËential vp (= v + vR). This fact. is ofÈen referred

to as the "cancellation Theorem". The smallness of v, j us-

tifies the use of perturbation theory, ¡vhlch then explains

the success of the nearly-free-electron model, and fast con-

vergence of the orthogonalized-p1ane-rvave rnethod, and thus

the pseudopotential meLhod has lent

bility in energy band calculations

críteria in the problem. Accordingly

mon forms of pseudopotential, arising

of ft:

(a) Phillips-Kleinman form (20) 
"uË*t

itself to wide applica-

in meÈa1s 
(19). In defect

theory, however, it ís the arbitrariness of v* (through the

arbitrary operator fL )

This arbitrariness can

that renders thfs method useful.

be exploited to satisfy certain key

there are three com-

rom different choices

t

f

uA*=v+PJLPK



wi rh llPr' (Er

s" à o.4.

41

È* +.

I6

(r.20)

(r.21)

This form is obtained by direct substirution of ( I " I4) inro

(1.13), fírst derived by Ph111íps and Kleinman, whose prima-

ry objective úras to demonstrate the Cancellation Theorêm.

ConsequenÈIy, the arbitrarÍness of V* is not exploited " It

is retained in the pseudowavefunction Q, ín that. íf +F is a

solution to the eigenvalue problem (I.15), then, any0F:,

given by:

+;

is an equivalent solution for any dc. This facË can readily

be seen by noting that adding V* t" 4 raises all the core

sÈate eigenvalue" E" to a level v¡hich is degenerate with EF.

Thus,

(4 ,rJ* I

L4 +P(Er-4rl4,. = å+.
rJ síng þ

'kLí +t'a
F. - F. ) lq ) (4", I

ó =tró¡c ^ctc_

Ic
c'

andP= ttÓ.><4.1

ô.> = Ê.+.

E <dl4rþtQ.> +
c'

Using the orthogonality amongst the
lv
t" t,

Q.'", one get.s:
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since any linear comblnations amongs t degeneraËe solutions

are equivalent solutions, (1.21) fo11o\ùs.

(b) cohen and Heíne form(2I) tcH'
"P

uått PrrcH=P(;-v)

rvhere t = <ôFtvt+F>/<ö*tôr)

The Cohen and Heine f orm

the pseudoryavefunction 9a U.

ematically, this requírement

cíated kinetic energy, or by

between V and VR, in

<Þrf v"v* tOF> /<ilrt ô.)

(r"22)

(r.23)

is obtalned by requiring that

as ttsmoothtt as possfble" Math-

is met by minimi zing the asso-

requíríng maxinun cancellation

t¡hich case the f unctional

i s ml-n imÍ zed z

t [(Ô'lv+vol+-> (
L <e,tô") )

o

(t*rlv+v^t+> 7<E4.t+r>: o (L-21)

Irlhere î is gfven by (1.23). (L.24) musr be rrue for arbi-

trary variatio" J Ór equal to any core admixture as given in
(1,2i)" Therefore,

<9. lV*vRl+F> t <ó.t4o) a

< 4ru

Noting

rdr) * ( Q" /

P 14.>

PO'"t4> - t<dr4r)

t+.>

o
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f rom which (I "22) f o11or.rs. Two rhings to nore aboua U;n are

thaÈ, first, lt is not Hermitían (through the presence of p)

and second, lt involves T, the expectatlon value of v evalu-

ated at the optimum $r, which means that self-consistent

treatment is necessary.

(c) The Austin, Heíne and snr*(22) form uÈnt,

uå"t = pfLAHS = -p v (1.2s)

The cohen and Heine form u3" is sometimes referred to as the

optimum pseudopotential in the sense that it gíves the

smoothest Qa, but it carries with it the tern I r,¡hich is

difficulL to treât. Austin et.a1. showed that Uå"t as given

ín (1.25) is also a valid form of pseudopotential which does

not carry the term l, but Uft is no longer optimum. The

usef ulnes s of vAHS obviously depends on hor¿ important. the

criterion of ttsmoothnessttis in the particular calculatfon.

The first rigorous pseudopotenEial calculation on F-cen-

tres \,ras by Kübler and Fríauf(23), who had used the ÄustÍn

Heine and Sham form. \,Ie shall not go into the contents of

this v¡ork because many of the essentl-at features there are

retained or improved in a later calculation due to Bartram,

stoneham and c""t(24) (BSG), which is reported below.

BSG used the Cohen and Heine form of pseudopotential.

They defined a correction term, VIS, due to ion-size effect

as the devÍation from the poÍnt-íon IatËÍce potential VpI,

V+

u,,
P

+

(v v)

(v urr) + P (v v)



where

Iirlth assumption (ii),

?rYer,, t
* 

,1., 
vP' 

'Y'

e arrives at

c) á( t* -
the final forn:
:i
QÞ)
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(r " 26)

(r"27)

using free

expectation

(1.28)

(r"2e)

= Vpr * vts

urs=(v-urr)+prl-v)

Vp,

are over the individual cores in the

these into (I.26) and after some re_

V in (L,27) i.s the Coulomb and exchange potentlal-
Hart ree-Fock core orbi tals . To evaluate the
value of VIS, t\,/o further assumptions are made:

over the cores o

Assumption (f ) enables one to rr¡rite:

P_

V=

vrr =

r^¡here the summations

laEtice. Substituting

a rrangenent:

(f)

(ii)

VP

wher" U, = L
v'* tt

NegIecL core-core overlaps

Neglect the variatlon of the pseudowavefunctíon ô=

T P>,

Zv.-u

LV.ru
y¿

on

I
(

I+ ) lcr
;L

Pu )(v, - Vpr,r)

Bcv ,,)l
v'

VP

wherE ¡Ly

Av

Vtt +

Av

(r-P¡

P,

ü

B,

vr1, ) Pn Vor,,
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A, tna B/ as given 1n (L"29) depend only on Lhe ionic

species whil" Uy depends only on the symmetry of the crystal

l-attice" Thus, given a set of core orbltals, these coeffi-

cients can be evaluated once and for all. BSG have tabulat-

ed the values of these coefficients for a wide variety of

ionic species. I{hen applying them to calculate the absorp-

tion energies of F-centres, horvever, they found that, in or-

der to have reasonable agreement r¿ith experimenË, the coef-

ficient Ay has to be multiplied by a numerfcal fact.or

o( = 0"53.

Later, Harker (18) carried out an extensive study on the

optical and magnetic properties

BSG method but with assump Ëion (i

F-centres based on theof

) (neglect core-core over-

laps) removed. While the F-absorption energies are better

than the corresponding point-ion model results, the hfs pa-

rameters do not show such improvement. ong and v"ir (26)

have also studied the F-absorption energfes by the BSG meth-

od with Kanzaki type of lattice relaxation around the de-

fect"

I{hile the empirical factor 6{ = 0"53 works r¿e11 rvith F-

centres, it can.not be applied to other defects such as FA-

centres. An FA-"entre Ís an F-centre with an adjacent sub-

stitutíonal cation impurÍty (see fig. fb) . tutr(27) has

given a detail review of its properties. Thts cenËre is

particularly interesting in Ëhe context of ion-size effects

because the reduced symmetry due to the presence of the in-
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purity splits the triply degenerate p-like exclted srate of

the F-elecLron l-nto two levels, one wf th symmetry axl_s par-

allel to the defect axfs, and the other, which ls doubly de-

generate 
' wfth symmetry axls perpendicular to it " The

Èransitlons fron the ground state to the former and latter

are calleO tO, and ,O, respecrively (see fig" 2). In rhe

point-ion lattice model, neglecting lattlce relaxationr ârr

FA-"entre l-s indtstlnguishable from an F-centre. Thus, the

magnitude of the spllttlng between Èhe uor level and the ro,

level becomes â very sensltlve test of theoretical moders

designed to treaÈ lon-size ef fects. I"leber and lr"t(28) have

applfed Èhe BSG method directly ro calculate rhe tor-uo,

spllttings r¿hile Altg(29) has used a srighrly modifted but

baslcally equivalent form, with rough estlmates of distor-

tion and pola rtza tion correct Íons. They both came Èo the

same concluslon, Èhat with C{ = 0.53, the splittings turned

out in the v¡rong dfrection (The to2 revel being lower than

the FAI, which Ís contrary t.o experimental f act). l^lhen o( f s

set to unity (no emplrical correction), the splittings are

in the rlght direction but the magnitude l-s much larger than

is observed experimentalry. ong and v"rt (30) 
have also made

systernatl-c calculatlons on the toI-toz splittings, r.¡ith more

refined treatment of lattlce distortfon v¡hile vail and Hark-

er(31) have made a systematic study on the effect of using

symmetry-adapted trial \.ravefunctions " Their ftndings rein-

forced the abovementioned conclusion.
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Fig.2: Optical Absorptlon of FA-centre in a1ka1i

halides"

The splittlng of the excited state is

shown due to the overì-ap of the p-

like F-orbi tal with inequivalent im-

purlty and host cations.
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Before closing the discusslon on pseudopotentlals, 1t

should be mentioned that there is another class of method,

carled the ttmodel-pseudopotentfaltt, in close connectlon to

the pseudopotentfal rnethod. I^Ie have seen t.hat the pseudopo-

tential operator u, is, in general, an angular-momentumr ên-

ergy-dependent, integral operat.or (The BSG rnethod suppresses

the angular-momentum dependence by neglecËing varlatlon of

0, o,r"r the core). Thls, a1Èhough already a simpliftcatlon,

1s still tedious ro apply.

tial seeks to replace U, by

f ined as :

The method of model-pseudopoten-

a multlpllcatlve operator VU de-

vM(Ë) = I vL(E,
,r-

Ël P¡- ( 1.30)

In ( I .30) , Í- is the augular momentum quantum number, ,,o is

the projection operator which projects out the approprlate

angular momentum component of 0= ont,o the core manlford.

v¿" are adjustable parameters. They are determined either

by requiring the resultant efgenfunctlons to best-fft the

corresponding (atomic) Hartree-Fock eigenfunctíons r or by

requlrfng the resultant eigenvalues to best-fit the experi-

mental atomíc spectroscopÍc data. These are discussed by

Evaresrov(32¡. À slightry differenr form of model potentlal

has been derived and used by I^Ioo and wang ( 33) . opf k and

Ilood(14), vhose work was discussed earrfer under the extend-

ed-lon method, arso made a sLmilar sssumption to (1.30) fn

treaÈlng the Coulornb and exchange fnteractions.
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A fu11 Hartree-Fock self-consistent-field calculation on

even a moderate-s ízed molecule is extremely difficult. one

of Lhe dffficulties lies r.¡fth the non-local nature of the

exchange operator deflned as:

x¿ö;cË.l: If lor' Ö;crrQ,,Ë'¡v,iÏó,cr) 1r.3r)

where the summatlon is over al1 the occupled orbftars (core

+ defect) in the system' and urj is the interacting poten-

tial between electrons l-n orbitals +d and Þ¡. Thus, the ex-

change operator 
"t 

is different for all i. Slater suggesÈed

that the *r'" be replaced with a statlstical aver"g. T, over

all the *r'", and the respeetlve orbltals Qi', be replaced

by free-eÌectron orbltars (pt"ne-waves) in calcurating thls

average. This leads to a much sirnpler, loca1 exchange po-

Èentiar given ur(3a).

I "2"3 Statl-stical Exchange Method

wh e re e(;) =

(1.32)

(r.33)

- G I ,i scï: l'/3

I Þ,,1ci-, 0; ( F)
-.ctt

ç.=
J

The statfstical exchange method has then been elaborated by

Kohn and st "*(69) and Gunnarsson, LundqursË and I^Jilkf.r" (70),

and has been widety used in calculating band structure in

solids.

Chaney and ¡1rr(35¡ and Ctraner(36) have used thfs merhod

to compute the electronl-c structure of the F-centre in LiF.

Besldes the free-electron exchange, thJ-s work dlffers from
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the earller ones in roughly two aspecÈs. Firs Ë, they used

Gaussl-an orbitals rather than srater's (ong and v"rt(26) and

Leung and son, ( I 6) have arso used Gauss lans ) . second , in-

stead of using free Hartree-Fock core orbltars, the orbitals

they used are obtained from a previous band structure calcu-

lation of LiF perfect crystal. rn addltlon to thls, they

also attempted to treat Èhe polarLzatfon of the cores by it-

eration, but the lteratfon is done only once.. Thus, the re-

sult 1s noÈ self-conslstent.

Another approach which makes extensive use of the

free-electron exchange is the multíple-scattering Xrç r"thod

proposed by Slater and Johnson( 37) . The details of this

method. have been discussed thoroughly by slat.r(38), and

have been applied to colour centre probrems by yu, DeStquei-

ra and connolly(39).

I.3 OBJECTIVES OF TITE PRESENT I{ORK

Results of so'ne of the calculations irrustrative of the

nethods reported in the last section r¡irl be presented in

Chapter 3. The general concluslons are as follows:

(a) I{hfle the extended-ion method shor.¡ed some promise in

defect calculations, its development in the past has been

greatly limited by the amount of computation required. con-

sequently' many simplifying assumptions have been made (neg-

lect of self-conslstent core readJusÈmenÈ, evaluation of

multfcentre integrals, etc.), all of which tend to mask the

actual strength of the method.
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The BSG pseudopotential metho d(24) , although showing

improved results for the F-centre absorption energies, can-

not be st.raightforr¿ardly extended to treat other tyPes of

defects. This is evident from the results obtained in FA-

centres. In any case, the empirical factor of ¿( = 0"53

which is necessary in order to get agreement with experi-

menis in F-centres, and which has to be readjusted when ap-

plied to other centres, Ís theoretically unpleasing-

Thus, to date, the treatment of ion-size effecLs in the

physics of colour centre is inadequate. The Present v¡ork is

an attempt to rectif y this. Recently, a ne\¡t class of calcu-

lation, called Èhe cluster calculation, has been very popu-

lar in the study of surface and catalysis proPerties ' and

has contributed much und.erstanding to the fielU(401 - The

extension of the cluster method to the study of localízed

phenomena in bulk solid has been discussed by Cartling(4r¡.

Kunz and xt.irr(45) have proposed a particular cluster model

appropriate for ionic solids and have pointed out the appli-

cabílity of Lhis model to colour centre porblems, the de-

tails of which will be described in the next chapter- The

object of the present work is to make an assessment of the

reliability of this cluster method by applying it to calcu-

late the optical and magnetic properties of F and FA-"errtres

in a variety of alkali halides. It should be poínted ouE at

the sËart that such an approach is sti1l far from a complete

treatment with sufficient generality to give quantitative
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aecuracy when applied to the whole class of polnt defects in

ionic materials, since, 1n such a theoryr âDongst other

thíngs , La ttice relaxation, electron-phonon interact ion, and

correlation effecl, must be included, all of whích have been

neglected here. Rather, by focusing the effort on a specif-

ic aspect, namely the íon-size effect (of the first nearest

neighbours), \¡re hope to lnitiate an alternative viewpoint

from which the problem is approached, and at the same time,

to elucidate the importance of some features which r/¡ere ei-

ther neglected or approximated ín previous v¡ork.



Chapter II

TITE UNRESTRICTED HARTREE-FOCK (U}IF) CLUSTER MODEL

We start quite generally by considering the crysÈaI as

an interacting many-body problem, which consists of a number

of electrons and a more or less regular atxay of nuclei.

Because of the vast dlfference bet$reen the el-ectronLc and

nuclear masses, the Born-Oppenheimer approximaElon is in-

voked to tt"aparatett the electroníc f rom the nuclear motion "

The resultlng electronic Schroedlnger equation then depends

only parametrically on the set of nuclear co-ordinates R,

while its eigenvalue E"( R ) forms the potential energy term

of the nuclear equation. Since lre are not going to be con-

cerned with phonon effecEs, the nuclear equatlon will noÈ be

díscussed any further, but 1t 1s through thls assumption

that s¡e can treat the electronic problem wfth a static lat-

tice"

Exact analytical solution of the quantum mechanical

rnany-body problem, except in the simplest case of the hydro-

gen molecule, is unattainable " The Ilartree-Fock self-con-

sistent-field method is probably the most viable approxima-

tion Èo the exact solution available today. This ls Èaken

up l-n the f o llowing sect ion.

29
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2"1 EARTREE-FOCK SELF-CONSISTENT_FTELD (SCF) THEORy

Many excellent artícles on the Hartree-Fock theory are

available fn the riterature, notably the ones by Lo¡^¡dírr(42)

and Slater (43 ). A sunmary r"¡Íl-l be given belorv.

The Hamiltonian of a system of electrons with mutual cou-

lomb interaction ín the presence of a statíc lattice of nuc-

1ei can be ¡¿ritten as:

(2"r)

(2"2)

(2. 3)

respectively

(2.4)

(2"s)

be used through-

tant divided by

mass m are all

lR-, - ñ,. I

at.omic units i¡Í11

à (Planck's cons

e and elect ronic

z __r
rt' lît - i't

VWI¡ nuclear-nuclear interaction

2_Z
¿- Þ /-y'

¿
vy

where

N'M

Z,

R,

V ee

Unless otherwÍse

out this rvork,

T.+veN+v..+VN¡l

electron kinetic energy operator
N"

I (-v, )

i=' z

number of electrons and nuclei

charge of V -th nucleus

position of V -th nucleus

electron-electron ínteraction

stated,

in which

charge

V.N electron-nuclear interaction

NMIL -7Ly
1L

i=,v=' lq-&t
T

I

z

I

2

2Tt ), electronic



equal to unity "

(or atomfc unit

Energy ls measured

a,u o ) and dist"nå" in

m=1

ln unit of the

Bohr radii a^:
U

3I

Harlree

LIl=e

1 a"u" = 2 Rydberg

1 "0 = 0"529 A

The rigorous \rravefunction of this N-body problem can be

written as a línear combination of some complete set of ba-

sis states Õ-.t-¡

(2. 6)

¡rhere eacrr Q¿ :-s mad.e up of a f u11y antisymme tr'zed. product
of N one-particle functions +, pÍcked from a complete or-
Lhonormal ser { 0,(x,). E(xi).......} in Hilberr space.¡ì
Equivalently, each Õ.. can be written in determinantal form

called the slater's determinant, referred to as a rtconfigu-

raÈiontt of the systeno:

Q¿(xr-.-..xN) -

27 .2 1 eV,

O' 529 x 10-8 cm.

Q, c tul

: t c Õ+ tr *1
1

t

J*r

Q,u c-*)

(2"7)

The *i'" in (2-7) represent the space-spin co-ordinates
(rt' 6r) of the one-particle f unction concerned, The re-
quirement of antisymmetry is the consequence of pauli,s

PrÍnciple. All the physics of the system is contained in

the solution to the eigenvalue problem:
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(2"8)

In principle, one can take a straíghtforward approach by

choosing a complete set or alurost complete set {Qr(xr)},

construct all possible configurations Q¿, set up (2.6) and

substitute it into (2"8). Then, one ends up with an essen-

tlally infinite dimensional secular equation from whích the

set of eigenvalues E and expansíon coefficlent ai'" can be

solved. Hor,¡ever,. it is lmmediately obvious that r êXcept in

the case of small molecules (sma11 N) and when the expansion

(2.6 ) can be truncated after a few configurations, such an

approach has no practical importance.

The Hartree-Fock (HF) method approximates the system Tra-

vefunction with a single Slater determlnant, r¿ith constitu-

ent one-particle functions Ò¿ 's variatÍonally chosen tot
minimíze Ëhe toLal energy:

Ð

á9;
ö

[ ,'¡ 
n' t*l- l9 HF1>l = o

The variational procedures (see, for example, P.256 of Ref.

43) lead Èo a set of simultaneous integro-differential one-

particle equations defining the þ"'s:-i-
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(2. e)

(2.10)

(2.11)

no rma Iíza-

def ined in

f (x', x' ) is

within the

where F

n (2"9)

f the

ís an

the ch

V¿ \- ô -L
Ly

8, (*,*' )

P(xrx')

{-r

)pe

9fr

ie

r:c

op

o

)

t(

1:

d-

+ I ^-' 
?<x"-')

"t ¡Ë-È'I
lo-'F* (r,,x)lË
J 'F

Fock-Dirac density
N

= i Qic'.r Qlr,',
i=' t

= operator r¿hich int

and xt .

are Lagrange multipl

Qr's. Note rhar ("'t )
one-particle integral

arge dens ity:

e

sure

as

hile

x

n

'(

:

CS

e

X

r

'l-' P

rator

hange

's to

> (x:
F-

lrato

rr

?

e

c co-ordinates

Àit i
tion o

(2.10)

s irnply

f **' €r (x,x ) +" ()É) = [ " -' ì 
Þ; c.-r Q, t') (2. rz)

P(x't'S : Z +l.C*',
Tf

Also, summation over spin variables is

integration

Qj "',

4¡ (x')

implicit

lo,- _ ¿Jt- Io"
The four Èerms appearing in the Fock operator F in (2. t0)

can be identified as the kinetic energy, nuclear attraction,

Coulomb, and exchange operators respectively.
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A very important consequence of the HF approxlmatlon ls
that the solution ser { Q, r"l } of (z.g) is nor unique, bur

arbitrary to an unitary transformation amongst themselves.

Thus, if {Þj} is one solution set, so is { +}-' } defined by:
,/Qå = ìuj^Qe

wher. uj n ls the element of any unltary ma tr ix u. This can

be proved by consfdering thar if u takes the HF wavefunctÍon

9 to Y' ( the superscripE 'rHF, wil l be dropped f rom nor¡, on

and denote the matrix assocfaÈed to the determinantar wave-

funcrion g by È1¡1¡ ), rhen

g'= D,r/gí*, I : _Dztlug,r, I

D,,f I ul D* I g.r, 
I

Þr-t lÈ.",1 : P

because Det lU I - I for any U.

The qualitatfve lmplication is this: The varlational so-
lutlon of the Fock equations (2.g) leads to a N-dlmensionar

manifold in Hilbert space spanned by i S, +_ ) that min_

lmizes the total energy. But the speclfic representation of
this manifold is immateriar as one ts free to make any rin-
ear transformat.ions which preserve normarj_zatlon amongst the

9r s ' rn essence ' the solutions to the Fock equatlon di-
víde the Hilbert space fnto t!¡o subspaces, the Fock space

spanned by the solution set and the space outslde it. A

function v/ithln the Fock space is carled an occupied orbital
whfle one which is not is carled a vLrtual orbiÈal. The ar-
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bitrariness of g will be exploited further in the next sec-

tlon. The common representatlon to use is one in whlch the

\ -*atrix 1n (2"g) is diagonal. I.Ihen this is done, the text

book form of the Fock equation is retrleved:

ç9; = €;4; (2.13)

The occupied 9* = in thls representation are then carred'1

naturar spin orblÈals, Ëhe eigenvaru" €i has the usual mean-

lng of fonlzation energy in the context of Koopmans, Theorem

and the optímum total energy fs glven by:

I
I r, - r'l

.àïl

EHF = <È t4 lg>

i €;
l=(

f ^^,"tx, 
glqa,, öi f ) Q; tx,-l 4irrr,

f*.*7)
f o*,4,,, Qfc*,r ôj<*": -= Sr,*,) Q;( Ç | (z . | 4)

Even at the level of Hartree-Fock approxima tlon, so ru-

tions are very difflcult to obtain. since F is a functlon

of the Qr'=, " 
self-consistent iterative method of sorution

is evidenEly required ( and Èhus the name self-cons rs tent-

field). Accordlngly, successive constralnt.s are placed on

tl It s to ease the effort required. They are risted be-
l ow:

(a) General-ized Harrree-Fock (cHF): (2. I3) is solved in
fulr generaliÈy wfËh no assumptfons made. sorutíon ât thfs
level has not been attained "
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Unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF): Each orbital is re-

quired to be an eigenfunction of the spin operaEor sz. Thus,

each one -particle functlon ÞO f"rl takes rhe product from

Q; C 4 > X CrS wher " X(r) is either the spf n up eÍgenf unc-

tion a (r) or spín down eigenfunction p(r) . There is no

restríction on the spaËial functÍon 4r,4,
(c) Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF): The spatial orbital" S;
are required to be doubly occupied (one for each spin) as

far as possíble. An N-electron system would then occupy

only N/2 spatial orbírals (N/2 + I if N is odd), wirh each

spin orbital pair having equivalent spatial part:

Q; c -,r
t (r)

þ ta-)

L:I ñ,""z4,f

Also, each Q; is required to be a symmetry orbital i^rhich

transforms according to one of the irreducible representa-

tions of Èhe point group of the crystal lattice. rt is this

level which is referred to as the Hartree-Fock approximation

in common text books"

There have been numerous ab-initio Hartree-Fock energy

band calculations in perfect crysart" (44) during the past

ten years or so, largely because of the availability of

larger and faster computers. For an imperfect solid, the

simplification due to perfect translational symmetry in Ëhe

band model cannot be carried over. rn this case, the clus-

ter model, which had been applied successfully Èo surface

and catalysis(40) studies, r¿t11 be more appropriate,
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2"2 CLIIS TER MODEL

In the cluster model, a spatially finite subsysten is

singled out for intensive study, while the presence of the

rest of the system, ca1led the environment of the cruster,

is simulated by some appropriate boun dary condition lmposed

on the solution of the cluster equations. Two questions im-

mediately arise. First, how should the partitÍon betv/een

the cluster and the environment be done? second., what kind

of boundary condi tion is approp riaÈe?

The ansrrers to these quesLions, of course, depend on the

nature of the system, and the particular propertÍes which

are under investigation. Thus, in the case of a perfect

crystal, the natural cluster-environment partition would be

the unit cel1. rn the case of a defect crystar, the size of

the cluster must be sufficiently large so that Èhe range of

the perturbation due to the presence of the defecÈ is cov-

ered. For this reason, only locarized phenomena are suita-

ble for cluster study and even thenr. some trade-off between

computational s lrnplicity and theoreÈíca1 rigor is inevita-

b1e"

The question of boundary condition in ionic solids had

been studied recently by Kunz and Klein (45), based on the

theory of loca i.Lzed orbital developed by Adams 
(46), and fur-

ther elaborated by Gilb.rt(47) ^n¡ by Kunz(48). since this

boundary condition will be used in the present ¡¡ork, it ís

revier,¡ed in some detaÍl belo¡¡"
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Th.e locarlzed orblral theory further exptoits the arbi-

trarlness inherent fn the HF determinantal v/avefunct 1ons.

I{ith reference to what has been said ln the previous sec-

tlon, wê note that the Fock-Dirac dens ity operator as de-

fined by (2"rr) and (2.r2) ts acruarry a projection operaror

onto a partlcular manffotd of Fock space, property:

if is an occupied orbital

(2.1s)

þ' O if Ó' is an vlrrual orbital
I

rf A is an arbltrary one-electron operator, ft is posslble

to form the projection of A onto the HF manifold as

+eF+ = +

eF

Ä(F) = €rA Pt

identical to the

transformatíon nay

I I to yield:

(2"16)

(2"18)

general Fock

be sought to

wi th the consequence

d-' +,

o(F)p',

slnce { +, -

the same form as

(2.17 ) to (2.9) ,

N

z
2=t
0

(2.17)

0" ) span rhe HF manifold . (2. 17) has

the general Fock equatlon (2.9). By adding

vre ge t

't¡" 
)

Qr 7¡;

þ¡ ( Ài¿ +
F{In + ot.'J+, =.IL 

F='

whfch is agafn structurally

equatlon. Thus, a uniÈary

diagonallze rhe marrix ( ¡ +

t F * A'.'J ó; = T; s, (2.1e)
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(2. lg ) ts cal led rhe modtfied I{F equarion. cflbe ,r(41¡ has

shown rigorously that orbitals rocarrzed on indlvidual nuc-

lei can be obtalned by choos ing A varlatlonally, and A is

cal1ed the localizing potentlal in this context.

Suppose, for the system under study, that the partltion

lnto the cluster c and environment E is made" rt ís obvi-

ously impossible to locaLLze arl the N erectrons of the en-

tire system vfthin C, and a number of electrons, say NC, has

to be assigned to ít. For ionic systems, at least, there

should be no ambiguity as to the appropriate value of N^.
L

The Fock operator, F, can then be v¡ritten as:

F_F +UCC
wher" ta is the parË of F ç¡hich includes kinetic energy¡ nu-

clear attraction, elect.ron-electron coulomb and exchange po-

tentials of the *a electrons wlthin c while uc is the rest

of F whfch includes the interaction of c with E, and E it-

s elf " The modifted HF equa t ion becomes :

*U. tr Ae. 'rr. ó't, ¡3 (2.20)

For ionic sysÈems, the environmental potential uc can fur-
ther be divided inro rwo parrs, a long-range parE vI whfch

ls the Madelung porenElal and a shorr-range parr v: which is
the rest of UC. Now, if one chooses A = -V: and makes use

of the projection operator property of eF ¡ i.ê., p*Þ; = S, ,

equa t ion (2 " 20 ) b ec omes

J+. :iFc



ems, the N^ orbi(.

etrate E and '- Suc

self-consistency

cancel, and the

ironment interact

[=..vJ]
For Íonic sys t

only weakly pen

C. Thus, when

terms of (2"2I)

ing cluster-env

4; = rrt +i - u.t Ö, + P. V.t Q¿
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(2 " 2L)

tals loca Iízed in C should

should only weakly penetrate

is acheived, the last tv¡o

appropriate equation includ-

ion reduces to

(2.22)tFq I- VJ Q;l*r = lT.t

Equation (2"22) implies rhat the suirable boun dary condirion

to use ín a cluster calculation in ionic systems is the

long-range l{adelung potential of the ions in the environ-

ment. The total energy expression can be derived in a sini-

1ar way " We split the Hamíltonian * into a cl_uster parr

+, an environment part 4n and an interacti_on p^r" 4r, :

J+- kþ= + 4,= (2.23)

*l'. 7uv.
1

2
rvhere

r¿ -7Ly

i.< z.r I

ç+t_
iec

and a similar expression

C in the summation" The

also be denoted by

-¿
¿cC

+IFô¿-oiec

ZT
,ec y€c

t

_2z)v

I
¿ec

r{

lËi1- ë,
+I I

jee ¡<c

(2"24)

(2 " 2s)

I i, - .it

t4 Ërt

l

I

¿
ìee

to (2.24) f ot 4*, rvirh E reptacÍng

energy corresponding to (2.23) can
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(2 " 26)

since ultimately, wê are going to be concerned with energy

dlfferences only, and if a Koopmans'-1ike approximation Ís

made on E, í.e", the orbitals in E is frozen as those in c

undergo excitation, (this is reasonable if the excitation is

locaLized ín nature, or alternatively, the size of the clus-

ter is large enough), then, EE is constant and can be drop-

ped from (2"26) " The interaction rerm 2þry however, is

stirl unmanageable and further approximation has to be made.

tr^Iriting out the ínteraction energy explicitly:

:T
¿€c

*.I
rçC

2Ly
ELcp - Rrf

z7ty t)

f,=EC+En+EC,

tI
yêÈ

-(0;ó;t-! - tt Ir¡ _ ,t 
I

I 0,) . ,à(ô, I L;:d, q>(É;
lF;

| ó, ói)I- f ,+,+,
jeel d

þi4,r f .

tl'tÇ-rrr

I¿
Ye< /A€E | ë., - ë),1 (2"27)

The last term of (2.27) is a nuclear-nuclear interaction

tern brought in from the static lattice energy r eguation

(2"5). We proceed to símplify the expression for ECn by re-

sortíng to the v¡eak interpenetrations amongst the orbitals

in c and E. rn the limit of spherically symmetric atomic

charge distribution and no. overlap bet¡,¡een c and E, (2"27)
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tê,-4,t
-Ny*

slmple fo

rt ryec )ueE L

-NvZ,
I Rt, Qrl

+ N,V + tr'l 
ItR,-|t Itê, - 9'l

I'rIher. Ny is the number of electrons associated r¡Íth the
V-tln nucleus. Definíng the ionicity of the y_th nucleus
r, ts

l=N7-v "y -y (2.29)

(2.28) finally rakes rhe form:

(2 " 2B)

(2.30)- 
(o)

LL-c E = t t T,r¿
1 ------=---------

vêc te: lR, -91
Thus, in the zeroth-order approximation, the total energy of
the system,reduces to the energy of the cruster plus the Ma-

delung contribution from the environment on the cluster. rn
reality, there certainly is some overlap between the cluster
and the environment. Further, the zeroÈh order approxima-
tion is clearly not sufficient for optical excitation prob-
lems, since, unless lattice disLortion is consÍdered explic-
itry in the initial and f inal s tates of the trans it ion,
* (0)
"CE ts a constant " In the first order approximation, the
penetration of the orbitals of c int.o E (but not vice versa)
is retainedr â'd the exchange effect is ignored. According
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to (2"27), rhis

- -(l)Ece* tce

leads t

: <E/ I
o

I
?,ec

- 7.y
lô¿)*El î, -î, I

t%

t q" - ê,1

t \ 8,1

+I I
l€E v€c

-Nn7,

+Z
lec

+: L
))eC .þ€E

I (ô;
lêc

R, 
I

NJ,

l.i -R, I

I 0r)+
1 II

)/ eE

zz/-v V

Us ing (2 " 29) ,

-(t)Ec=
rvIt

LCE
lQ¿)

-bz" (2.3r)
I d, I

rn this approximation, the interactions of the cluster orbi-

tals with the point-ion potential of the environmental ions

are included.

2"3 UHF_CLUSTER I{ODEL APPLIED TO COLOUR CENTRE PROBLEMS

The ground s tates of the F or F-like centres in alkali

harides are localLzed defects and therefore are welr-suited

to be s tudied r¿ith the cluster model uslng the above bound.a-

ry conditions " This possibilíty \,,ras originally pointed out

by Kunz and Klein (45), although, in their paper, they have

chosen the perfect LiF crystal to illustrate the method. rn

the present work, a systematic study of the optical and

+
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ground state magnetic properties of F and FA-"entres ín a

serles of a1ka11 halides has been carrled out, using the

UHF-cluster model. The cluster fs taken to consist of the

F-electron and tts six nearest nefghbouring ions, while the

rest of the crystal (the environment) becomes point charges

representing the long-range part of the coulomb fleld. This

is lllustrated in ftg.3. up to lg shells of ions are in-

cluded in the environment E, and to glve the correct Made-

lung potentlal, the lons situated on faces and corners of E

are given fractlonal charges åccordíng to the EvJen

scheme(71), to maintain the overarr electricar neutrarity of

Ëhe sys tem.

The cluster Fock equatfon (z.zz) l_s Ehen solved self-con-

s lstently. No further âpproxlmations are rnade, theoreticar-

1y or numerically, other than those inherent in the uHF

method and cluster model. DespJ-te the facÈ that a uHF ca1-
culatfon is computationalry much more complex to carry out
than a RHF, its superiority in cruster calculatlons is con-

slderable" Thls had been discussed by Marshall, Bllnt and

Kunz (48) . rn the context of F-centre probrems, the uHF

method should be used for at least two reasons:

(a) The exchange rerm (the lasr rerm in (2"10) ) in rhe HF

equa tion can be written as:

4 4¿(x¿) = Z Qitr¿> f a-,- Öt('i) Q¿tri)
" t r J t- t.ì_tl (2.3I)
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Fie. 3 : Cluster Lfodel for in AIkali Halides "
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over dx. Ínvolves summation over
J

rms ln the summatlon in (2.31) wlIl

Q; 1n the ínt egrand have paral le1

s an unpaired electron while the rest

prevlous colour

elucidate this

unles

te

d

].

SE

il

^ an
6

t ron

c1o

ttrtp

+

lec

âve

S

-e

h

The F

lo ns d-she11 structures The consequence

the spin orbi tals should see a dtfferent ex-

change potential than their spLn ttdownt' counterparts. This

effect 1s called "spln-polarLzation" The RHF method has

compretery lgnored this by forcing the spin up and spin dov¡n

orbital-pairs to have identical spatiar parts. This may im-

pose undue constraint on the energetics of the system.

(b) rn a RHF calculatf-on, because of the exact cancella-

tions between equf"valent spin up spin do¡¡n orbf tal pairs,

the onry contributlon to the spin density is from the orbi-

tal representing Ëhe F-electron (and its overlaps with the

nelghbours). By relaxing this constrafnt, the cancellatron

wirl not be exact and each orbitar may contrÍbute to the net

spf-n dens 1ty. There has been wide specurations on the im-
portance of spin polarízation effects in

centre calculatl_ons. A UHF calculation may

point.

According to the above account, it fs clear that the uHF

approach is, at Ieast in principle, more appropriate in par_

amagnetlc centres. 0n the other hand, for non-paramagnetic

centres (for example, a u-centre conslsting of a negative

hydrogen lon trapped ln an anion vacâncy), the RHF result ls
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expected to be the same as the UHF's and one need not go

through the extra computational tedfurn (one need not eigen-

analyse the Fock matrix twice, once for each spinr pêr iter-

ation).

The opticar absorptlon energfes, Bround state ísotropic

and the axially symmetric anlsotroplc hyp"rfine constants of

F and F, -centres in a series of alkall halides have beenA

calculated, usJ-ng the UHF-cluster model. The results are

reported in the next chapter. Thisr wê believe, will con-

stituËe a f.airly complete assessment of the applicability of

our model to the ion-size effect in defect calculations.



Chap Ëer

CAL CULA,T I ON S

III

AND RESULTS

3"1 METHOD OF COUPUTATION

The equation to be sorved 1s the Ilartree-Fock equation

for a molecular cluster consistlng of the F-centre and its

six nearest neighbours embedded in the crystal Madelung po-

tential. The RooÈhaan expansion method(50) t' terms of

gaussian Èype orbltals (GT0) is used. Each one-electron mo-

lecular orbital (¡f0) is expressed as a linear combination of

atomic orbitals (LACo) localized on the varlous nuclear

sl-tes. The atomic orbitals are in the form of cartesian

gausslan s X " Thus a molecular orbital 0; is:

s; - 5 T" c(i/ "Y (*..!.= L (- .)í 7ri(ori,Xi,*i,nì)ir) (3.1)
>[='o

where 7ri = N.
3

I; 4.t-. z.-.
X.{4Jè.1 ó->î2Òp Å- 

- o'i r"
(3.2)

*j is the normarÍ-zation constant, r), fl-tr, 7, and yy are co-

ordinates measured with respect to the r¡ -th nuclear site,
L;, 'xrn' and 4^
f t j ^te indices giving the angular dependence of

X (Thus, 1. = ;. = D. = 0 corresponds to a s-function, I.J J J --_ ' -J
rj = 0, rJ = I corresponds to to ^ pr-function, etc.), Mrls
the number of atomic orbiLels (AO) to be localized on slre

4B



V do; is a set of chosen exponents spanning a,ò

ciently ç¡ide range to give maximum flextbflity in the

tional calculatíon, and a!? are sers of varl-arfonal

ters determined by rinimizLng the t.otal energy.

Der I F(.4.0)' 'LA.
r rrj | = o
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suffl-

varia-

Parame-

(3.3)

matrix F(Ao)

is the ini-

in " The ov-

rn general, the minimizatlon problern v¡fth expansion (3.1)

leads to the secular equation:

wher" F(.ê,,o) t" the Fock matrix element over the Ao basl-sth
(the nrî"r, and trJ are the elements of the overlap ma-

trix. The eigenvarues and eigenvecÈors ar:e solved and the

process repeated many t.imes until serf-consistency is

acheived- rn practfcer ân el-genvarue proberm wíth a non-or-

thogonal basl-s is difficult to solve, and t.he Ao basis ís

transformed to an orthonormal molecular orbftal (l'fo) basls

before the eigen-analysis. The Algorithm for the scF calcu-

lation ís summarízed below:

(f) The set of A0 1s read in and rhe Fock

over Ehe AO basis l_s f ormed.

(il) A TransformatÍon marrlx r(fnitial) which
=

tlal guess to the solution eigenvectors l_s read

erlap rnaÈrix E 1s formed:

;¡=

È.¡

I

S

e

. 4I' I Þl'>

tT.t_1

t
ç.i"lfiaL, *
T "ïwhere
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( iii) A new Transformation matrix T 
(0) is constructed to

give an orthonormal ¡f0 basis set by diagonalLzíng S:

r(o)t : :,0, = I
The Fock matrix is transformed to the new IfO basis.

:,0, - r(o)f l,oo) r(o)

F(0) is diagonal izeð, to give eigenvalues and eigen-

( iv)

(v)
. ^(0)vectors C'-' over the l"fO basis":

(vi) A ne\d transf ormation matrix I( 
ll is obtained by back:

trans formation:

r(1) = g,o, r(o)

(vii) Go back to (iv) to form r) and iterate until con-x(
vergence is acheived.

l.Iotice that at convergerlce' a(n)

tent eigenvectors are contained in

it'eration, the deviation of a(n):

ehecked and when it falls under a

gence criÈerion, the program stops.

! and the self-consis-

åt"'. Thus, af Ler each

from a unit mat.rix ís

certain specífied conver-

There is å growing preference tol¡ards GT0 over the Sla-

ter-Èype orbital (STO) in recent work in molecular Physics

because íntegrals involving GTO can be obtained in analyt-

ical form, and very efficíent computer programs are availa-

ble to handle thís " The drar¿back is that many more of therq

have to be used in order to acheíve the same level of accu-

racy âs r say, the Doub Le-zeta slater basis (25) . The in-

crease in the number of basis functions corresponds to an

increase in the dimension of the Fock matrix, which leads to
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a considerable increase in computation time durlng the lter-

ative solution. A common practice to get around this some-

what is to use contracted gausslan type orbitals (cGTo) "

Thus, instead on writ.lng each Ao as a single gaussian as in

(3.2¡r one uses a llnear combination of a few gausslans (us-

uarly two or three) wfth pre-determined coefftctents in-

stead:

*rr = & ; X,t,,
nc
sL

i--,
(3.4)

where n is the number of gausslans contracted to a singlec

40, kt is the contracrlon coefflcfenr and XrLi is the

carteslan gaussian as gfven in (3.2). Since there is one

varl-atlonal coefficient attached ro each AO, for the same

number of gaussl-ans, the use of cGTO has, in effect, reduced

the dimension of the Fock matrlx and the number of varla-

tional parameters. Provided that the contraction coeffi-

cfent" ki are carefully chosen, the CGTO are capable of glv-

ing result.s of comparable accuracy to their uncontracted
( 5r)counterparts Lhese coefflcients, for a wlde variety of

atoms and ions, have been computed and tabulated. in the lft-
( 52\erature' ', and are used in most of the calculations in the

Present v¡ork.

The integrals necessary for the calculations are evaluat-

ed using the caltech vers ion of the poLyATOM integral pro-

gram while Èhe scF calcul-atlons are done with programs based

on the UHF0NE program wrltten by surratt in the unlversity
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re grateful to

these programs.

presented belov¡"

3"2 RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS ON F-CENTRES

3.2"I Optical Absorptíon energies

The F-electron undergoes optical excitation from an s-

11ke state to a p-1lke state, giving rise to the distfnct

F-absorption band. I'fany experlmental daÈa on the absorption

process are available and the absorption energy constitutes

a first test for any theoretical model. Since the accuracy

of a variational calc.ulation depends on the flexibility of

the trial wavefunction, lt is desirable to test out the ade-

quacy of the basis seË ernployed here. Accordingly, calcula-

tions on the ground state'of the F-centre 1n Li; are carried

out for four different basis sets describing the nearest
-l-

neighb our Li ' ions :

(a ) 1t s-functions, contracted to s-type AO, denoted by

( 1 fs /4s ) CGT0 t aken from Ref. 52.

(b) (IIs lp/trs 1p), the s-functions are

of (a) rvhile the p-function has exponent

(c) (1Is 2p/4s 2p), same as (b) r¿ith an

tion of X = 0" 20.

identical to those

c( 0.95.

additional p-func-

(d) (9s ) uncontracted GTO formed from the original (7s )

basis set used by Chaney and Lln ln Ref.35 plus two addi-

tional s-functlons rvith â,'s equal to 2"50 and 0.05 for ex-

tra flexibility "
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rn addition to the Lt+-centred functions mentioned above,

there are four vacancy-centred s-functions in sets (a) to

(c) and six in set (d) to describe t.he F-electron. Details

of sets (a) and (d) are listed in Tables I and 2 respective-

ly. Set (a) 1s primarily the basis seË \ìre r¡rant. to usê.

Sets (b) and (c) assess the importance of "po1arízation

f unctionstt commonly used in quantum chernical calculations.

The idea is to include higher angular momentum funct.ions to

account for the deviation from symmetry of the charge densi-

ty from the atomic case when they combine to form a mol-

ecu1e. Note that each p polarLzatíon function actually cor-

responds to three addition functions in t.he set the px,

p and p components. Set (d) includes wit.hin it as a sub-'v 'z
set the (7s)-basis set published by Chaney and l,in(35),

These authors had used this set in their calculations on the

same subject, as referred to under sectíon I.2.3 of Chapter

1.

The ground state energy and the sp!n denslt.y at the N.N.

Li+ site are calculated using these four basis sets in turn.

The results of the calculations are shown ín Table 3. With

reference to this table, t!.ro features are outstanding.

Fírstly, seÈ (d), which is optirnum in Chaney and Lin's cal-

culation, yields the highest energy (0.46 eV" higher than

(a) and 0.58 eV. higher than (c) ) . This is nor, parricularly

surprising, ín retrospecÈ, since the approach of Chaney and

Lin is quite dÍffererrt from the present one, and what Þ/as
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TabIe 1

Basis set (a) used in calculations on the
Ground state of F-centre in LiF "(1Is ) conrracte{ ro (4s ) by (3,3, 2"3) is
used for the Li'" Four vacancy-centred s-
functions are used for the F-electron" The
exponents are given in atomic units.

.L
Lr__.+Lr- a
Lr-

I
-.1Lr__.+LA_.+LA

a
Li'

I
-.1LA

_.+Lr- r
Li'

I

Lí,

vacancy
va cancy
vacancy
vacancy

3184"467
480"5r2
108.863

30 " 289
9.64r
3.339

r"249
0.467

0"079
0"066
0"025

2.000
0.7s0
0.080
0.015

r001
3090
6666

0"7176
0.3t83

-0.0547
0.6988
0.3937

0.02r6
0.166s
0. 87 23

S

S

S

s
S

s

s
S

S

S

S

S

s

0.
0.
0"
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Tabl e 2

Basis set (d ) used in calculations on ground
s tate of F-centre 1n LtF "Uncontracted (9s ) on Li+ plus five s-func-
tíons on vacancy. Those marked with rr,ctr are
added functions to the original set used in
Ref.35"

I cENTRE I sYì1METRY I EXPONENTS I

e

s
s
Þ

s
S

S

s
S

s
S

S

s
S

_.+t,a
f,

-.1LA
I

l-a_.+LI
J-

- l,l*J
L1

J-
T.l'
- .+. L1

*J-
Lr_

, va can cy
. va cancvx¿
va can cy

*va cancy
va cancy

92I.27
r38.7 3
3I"94

9 " 35
3.16
2"50
r.16
0.44
0 " 05

I2. 22
4. 37
2. 50
0"36
0.05
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ttoptimumtt ín their case may not have the same validity

here. Secondly, the polarízation functíons introduced in

(b) and (c) do not give substantial improvement over (a)

which contains s-functions only " Thus, v¡ith one polarÍ- za-

t ion function as in (b ) , the energy is 0. 07 eV" lower than

(a ) , with trrro, as in (c ) , the energy is f urther 1or,¡ered by

0.05 eV. The corresponding spin denslty is lowered by about

I0"Á. However, v¡iËh the inclusion of t\ùo polarízation func-

tÍons, the computation required is greatly increased as the

number of basis functions is raised from 28 to 64. In view

of the very mild improvement, we conclude that t.he CGTO set

(a) is adequate for the purpose of the present calculation.

The ground states of the F-centre in lithiun halides and

potassium halides have now been calculated. The basis set

used for the potassium ion is the (t4s I0p/qs 3p) CGTO set

taken also from Huzinaga(t2), and is listed in Table 4. To

get the energies of the first exclted state, we have noË

made use of Ëhe virtual orbital energies obtained in the

ground state, or invoked any frozen core approxÍmation,

since there may be fairly subsÈantial readjustment of the

electronic structure of the neighbouring ions as the F-e1ec-

tron undergoes excitation from an s-Ifke to a p-like state.

Instead, the entire calculation is repeated, with pr-orbí-

tals replacing the original s-orbitals centred on the vacan-

cy" The absorption energies are then taken to be the dif-
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TabIe 3

Results of claculations using Ëhe four basis
sets reported ín text on ground state of F-
centre in LiF"

(a)

(b)

(c )

(d )

-52"6600

- s2. 6629

-52.6642

-52"6428

0 " 039

0.036

0"03s

0,04I
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ference 1n the Èotal energfes of the two respective

calculatlons. Lattlce distortion is ignored throughout.

Results are listed in Tabre 5(72), together with the re-

sults of some of the previous theoretical methods and exper-

imenLal data for the sake of comparison. rt has been known

for a long tlme that the experimental absorption energles of

F-centres in the sixteen Nacl-structured alkall halides are

f af rly r¿e11 described by the empirical rvey-Mottr,ro (53) 
rela-

tionship:

where E"' is the absorption energy ín eV. and a 1s the
_t,

N.N. dis tance in Bohr radii. Fig. 4 is a pl or of rhe uHF

cluster results relative to the rvey-Molrwo llne. Thls

gives a sys temat.ic display ,of devlation f rom experlmental

data.

3.2"2 Ground State Hvperfine Interactlons

The F-electron is an unpaired electron whfch shows Zeeman

splitting under an applled statlc magnetlc field. rt arso

interacts with the magnetic moment of the nuclei of the

neighbouring ions Eo produce further splittlngs. The latter

phenomenon ls referred to as hyperfine interactfon. The

theory of hyperfine interactions in colour centres has been

revf ewed by Seidel and t^rott (9). Neglectlng quadrupole ef -
fect s , the sp in Hamil tonian is wri t ten as :

Er = 62'7 a-l '84 (3.s)

s+rr ¿+"6*,s* -L3"#"d"1, *lr, I
rY4"Y (3.6)
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TabIe

Basis set used in calculations
in potassium halides.

of F-centre

( I ls I 0p ) cTO conrracred ro (4s 3p ) by
(4r4r3r3r41 3r3). Exponents are Ín atomic
units"

J-
K'

-L
K.
Kl
v'

K+
K+
K+
K+

K1
K..L
K,

I
K.

-L
K'

-l-
K.

S

S

s
S

S

S

s

S

S

S

Px;Pyipz
Px;py;Pz
PX;PY;PZ
px;py;pz

px;pyiPz
px;py;pz
Px;Py;pz

78611 .598
r299 3.543
3r98.343
9r0" 206

287 .9 88
ro2.7 97
40. r39
15.s98

s3.412
6.389
2 " 4,27

3. 620
0.s90
0"2r0

0.00627
0.04102
0" 19859
0 " 82152

0.21254
0.41473
0.391i3
0.08912

-0. 0 8499
0.63027
0 " 44267

-0. r6133
0.67 6r3
0 " 44084

0" 00s04
0"0547r
0"26499
0.76368

5r882
46252
107 47

S

s
S

s

K1
K-r

-L
K.

-L
K.

129"850
205"969
62" 101
22.921

9.262
3.863
1.s78

J-
K.
K+

l
K,

0.
0.
0.
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J.

K.
_-+
5+
K

px
px
px

ipy;pz
;py ip z
;py ipz

1"711
0"s70
0 " 17 4

2.000
0.750
0.080
0"015

0.17 659
0"58123
0.39087

_--

va cancy
va c ancy
va cancy
va can cy

S

s
s
s
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Table

0ptical absorption energies of F-centre in
alkalí halides. The numbers in brackets are
the corresponding lattice paramgLq\s in
un j-ts of Bohr radi i ta11'en f rom Tos 1'" "' . GA
is the point-ion calculation of Gourary and
Adrian taken from Ref . 7. IüJ ís the extend-
ed-ion calculations of Ilood and Joy in
Ref . 13. BSG is the pseudopotential calcu-
latlon due to Bartram, Stoneham and Gash
from Ref. 24. UIIF is the results of the
present calculation.
units of eV.

All energies are in

lcAlw¡ I BSc I UHF I E*perimenrl

LiF
LiCl
LiBr
LII
KF
KCI
KBr
KI

(3.807
(4.8s8
(s.200
(s.671

3.99
2.76
2 .58
2.t4
2 .60
L.99
1.83
t.64

3 .26
3 .22
2 .93

2.81
2 .39
2 .26

5 .49
3.34
2.86
2 .48
t o1
2.tB
I.9B
r.80

3.54
3 .32
3.0s
2 .65
3 .02
2 .35
2 .22
2.03

5.10
3.30
2"70
3 .27
2.85
2 .3r
2.06
1.88

(s.0ss)
(s.e49)
(6 .234)
(6.67e)
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!¡here uo is the applied field, ge and gN are the electron

and nuclear g-f actor respect ively, ./JA = e,ft/Zmc is the Bohr

magneton, /J*= eh/2m c is the nuclearp ah. nuclear magneton (rn is the

proton mass), Ë and Ï are the electron and nuclear magnettc

moment operators, and A r" the (second rank) hyperfine in-

teraction tensor. The summatlon is over arl the nueleL ln

the system" The first term in (3 "6) represents the electron

zeeman effect, the second is the nuclear Zeeman term and the

thlrd term, the hyperfine sËructure (hfs) term, represents

the interaction between the electron and nuclear moments "

since only the nearest netghbours are included in the clus-

ter 1n the present calculatf-on, Èhe summatfon and the sub-

scripÈ tt y tt wf 1I be dropped fn the subsequent discussion.

ê can be decomposed into an isotropic part ttart and an an-

isotropic part g" Follo¡ving slichÈ.r(54), the elements of a

and B can be written as:

î.¡r

3t
a (P.r) 7"ftV^,þ^ S(el) (3"2¡

(Gr ) ëf*tr-rch);cv)i ; a-2 (3"8)

where ,, fs the distance measured relative to therl,t-th nu-

cleus and S(r) 1s Èhe spin density at point ?" In the prin-

clpal axes system (the representation in r,¡hich A is dlago-

nal), I can further be dlvtded into an axially symmetric

part b and one whlch measures the deviation from axial sym-
a

metry b , deffned as:

6,¡ J s tftrL
d
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Fie. 4

Ivey-Mo11wo plot of F-centre absorp tfon en-

ergJ-es.

The stralght line is the theoretical, Ivey-

ì{o1lwo relationship tp = 62.7 a-l ' 84.

The symbols are the results of the UHF clus-

ter calculation. Energies are in units of

eV. and dlstance Ín unÍts of Bohr radii.

O : potassium halldes

[] : lithium halide
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The spin densiry S(Ë) for a

def ined as :

I -k ^
s (Ë) = * J 9^(x,-..' xn, ) Sf (-d) f c{', x^r ) ;'r,---.4=n(3. i2)

N

L
¿=l
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b = L/2 Br", (3"9)
a

b = I/z (B** ,rr)" (3.10)

For the neares t neighbours of an F-centre, 
"" 

is zero v¡hile

br is given as (54).

+J sc| r

A

N-body system is

(3"11)

rigorously

à";-/

where: âs before, *i represents the space-spin co-ordinates

(r* fr), ! is the SIater determinant of one-electron orbf-

tals Q,cx,l {rxn) ana ê" f*'l is the z-componenr of rhe

total spin operator at point Ë given by:

/3.tt
d

(3" r3)

(3.13) into (3.12)

the fact that

and using orthonormality of

4i,
à

z
A4¿^¿

^+

Substituting

the þ; 's and

f ci -Ë;sz (R) =

fì a re the
l-
the N-body

:+l zl*'
'(r;

T
@,
dã¡L

f 
o<+'

I
I| (1,'

spÍn down

y becomes:

tLtQ;(Bs)

rvhere ¿{ and

respe ct ive 1y

.\
s (R) =

spin up and

spin densj-t

eígenfunctj.ons

7

r (3.14)
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rn a one-electron (pseudopotential, for example, ) or a RHF

calculatfon (when spin up and spin down form equivalent

pairs), the spin denstty as expressed in (3. r4) reduces to

the square of the amplftude of the unpaired orbiËa1. rn the

UHF formalísmr oD the other hand, because of spín pola ríza-

tion effect. explained earlier (section 2.3), orbitals other

than the unpaired one may start to contribute. This can be

seen clearly from (3.14) 
"

The self-consistent solution of t.he cluster Fock equation

produces a set of Qi'" from which sfîl can be calculated.,

from which the isotropic hfs constanË rralr in (3.7) and the

axially symmetric aniso!ropic hfs constant ,b' in (3" 1l) can

be evaluated o "a" is calculated exactly in this vray while

the integral involved Ín trbrr is difficult to compute ¡vithout

further approxirnati.ons.. LIe followed the same âpploximations

made by Harker ( ts) t' his pseudopotential calculation.

l^Iriting out I S; l" in terms of the basis f unctions, wê have

v=a ,'=o I=t il=,
¿"h Cr,i' Xyi 7.r'i, (3.1s)

r¿here the summation index v = 0 refers to the vacancy r¿hile

V = f Ëo V = 6 ref ers.to lthe six N"N" to the vacancy, M,

and Mv. are the number of atomic orbÍta1s centred ori the
y-th and v'-th sites , 7ri is the GaussÍan atomic orbíra1

(prinitive or contracted ) ' '-and -rj is the self-co.ûsistent

variational coefficients. rf (3.i5) is subsËituted into

(3"11), many Íntegrals of the form:

ôe6vuM,,
r9¿t- = Z Z Z L

["ç
x,iL# Tl \,,ì, (3.i6)
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will appear. Here, the suffi" It denotes the nucleus at

R,,, for which we v¡ant to calculate the hfs constant. Be-
./' 

_?
cause of the tl- dependence, the integrand in (3.16) will be

s trongly loca Lízed a aout Ç
terms except the ones r¡iLh V = ì)' =¡ and V = Y'= 0 (the va-/
cancy ) . The approximation amounts Lo considering the elec-

tronic structure of tlne /U -thr ion and the F-electron only.

The second class of integral is srill difficult to evaluate"

I,le made the further approxÍmation:

Therefore, \re ignore all

[", x.¡L+
-4

+l x"r,
*

xl+ l-lràtx"r'x,¡,L g: g:' J ,rg*
(3.17)

r^¡her" Zf is the z-coordinate of tlner/.1 -thr nucleus and the

integration Ís over a spherical region of radiu t Rþ about

the vacancy. In effect, the interaction of the r-.fectron

ivith the ,Ll -tln nuc leus has been approximated as a classical
-/

dipole-dipole interaction, r.¡ith the electronic magnetic mo-

ment weighted by the amount of charge v/ithin the vacancy "

With these assumptÍons, the f inal expression f or trbrr be-

comes:

{ h,'"ì
(rt 3"/a ft",/tu c.¡'[#

2Æ
'J

R3J*

* (o)
L...

]î

+Z
ìi'

r /^)t L .,.rt9¡9¡
)

Í
(3.18)
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t9)x"; Xo i,îr (:
f-ld-r
Jr<R*

'ir)= I^; \,t+ +l v>; (3.20)

The hf s cons tants a and b f or the nearest nelghbour are nor,7

readily calculated, usÍng (3"7), (3" I4)

quantities have also been unambiguously

mentally by the Electron-Nuclear-Double

technique (55) 
' (56) 

' 
(57) with which rhe

can be compared " The results for the iso

a are listed ín Table 6 r¡hÍle that for

constant b are listed in Tabl e 7 "

and (3"18)" These

determined exp eri-

Resonance (ENDOR)

theoretical values

tropic hfs constant

the anisotropic hfs

3.2"3 Spín-Potarization

The effect of spin polarízation and the need for a uHF

formalism have been discussed in the prevÍous sections.

Here: wê display some of the relevant data to assess its im-

portance 
"

Fig'5 shows the orbitar energies of the spin up and spin

do¡vn orbitals in LiF. The shifting of one set of orbital

energies relative ro the other is a qualitative measure of

tlre effect of spin pola rLzation on the energetics. Fig. 6

shows the same thing in KCt " since uHF molecular orbitals

are not necessarily symmetry orbitals, it is more appropri-

ate to retain the atomic notation in their designation,

rather than usíng the notation according to the irreducÍbre
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Table

I ca I BSG I uär I E*perimenr 
I

Isotropic hfs constants rrarr f or the nearest
neíghbour of F-centre_in alka]^i halÍdes.
Results are given f or 'Li and "K in units
of YlHz " The various symbols are explained
in Table 5. The BSG values are taken from
Harker i-n Ref " t 8.

LiF
LiCl
LiBr
LiI
KF
KC1
KBr
KI

101.0
22"5
15.0
7.0

49"7
24"7
i9.9
13.6

93.6
38. 2

32"I
L7 " I
5I.3
28 " 4
2T"B
L7"3

6r " 29
32"76
26"83
2r.15
18.56
8"23
7 .32
5.90

38.15
t ,:1

34.3
20"7
r8.2
15"1
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Table

Axía1ly symmetric anisotropic hfs constantsttbrt at the nearesL neighbours of F-centres
in afkalio h"lides. Results are given for
'Lí and "K in units of l{Hz " The various
symbols are explained in Table 5. The BSG
values are taken from Harker ín Ref. 18.

LíF
LiCl
LiBr
LiI
KF
KCt
KBr
KI

3. 45
1.90
1"50
r"20
1"5s
0"78
0. 65
0.48

3.5s
1"80
I " s0
r"20
r"45
0"7s
0.66
0.47

2"79
1.95
r.38
0"85
r.42
0"57
0.43
0.29

')a

,_r_,

1.6
0"94
0"77
0.62
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representations of the nuclear point group " Thus, a ts-1ike

orbí tal is one r^¡hich is f ormed f rom linear combinations of

1s atomlc orbitals locaLízed on the various nuclei, and so

on.

As f or the isotropic hf s corrstant ttrtt, r¡/e can have a

quantitative es timate of the contribution due to spin polar-

ization by taking it as the dÍfference between rigorous UIIF

result and the result obtained by using the F-electron orbi-

tal alone. (This can only give a rough estimate because in

an RHF calculation, although the net contríbution does come

from the F-electron orbital a1one, it can be dÍfferent from

the UHF orbital because of the equivalence constraint in the

former) . The results are shown in Table 8. Fig. 7 is a

plot of the UHF spin densities and the square of the ampli-

tude of the F-electron orbital along the ( 001 ) direct ion in

LiF. The ef f ect of spin polarj-zation sho¡,rs up clearly v¡it.h-

in the region of the Lí+-ion. Fig. 8 shows the same plot

for KC1. Note the extra wriggles which are due to the or-

thogonality constraint of the more complicated electronic

structure of the K*-ion.
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Fig. 5 and Fig. 6

0rbital energy spectra of the ground states

of the F-centre in LiF and KC1"

The relative shift of the spin-down spectrum

from the spin-up spectrum is an indication

of spin polarization.

The number as sociated rvith each 1eve1 is the

degeneracy of that feve1" trFrr is the 1eve1

of the F-elect ron.
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Table

Spin polarízation effects at nearest neigh-
bour of F-centres in atkali halides.
S(00i) and l+F(001)l' ^te rhe spin densiry
and F-electron amplitude squared at (001 ) Ín
atomic units. P is the corresponding spin
polarízation. The numbers in the brackets
are corresponding quantitíes in uniËs of
lLHz.

LiF
LiCl
LiBr
LiI
KF
KC1
KBr
KI

0.03s30
0.01892
0.01s45
0.01219
0"08911
0.04r26
0.03516
0 " 02832

0"02866
0"0t4s2
0"01rBr
0 " 00926
0. 0829 6
0"04006
0"03425
0.02838

(r1"sr7)
(8" 100)
(6"3r4
(s"082
(1.28r

0.00664
0"00467
0.00364
0.00293
0.00615
0.00i20
0"00091

-0.00006

(0.2s0)
(0"190)

(-0.012)
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Fig. 7 and Fig" 8

Spin dens ities and square of the amplitude

of the F-centre orbital plotted along the

t0011-directi.on in the ground srares of LiF

and KCI.
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3.

3"

3 RESULTS OF CAICULATIONS ON F.

3.1 Optical Absorptlon

The charâcteristics of Fo-"enEre absorption have been

mentioned in section r "z"z (see Ftg. 2). Here, besides the

lowering of symmetry, the situation is further complicated

by the fact that the smaller subs titutional cation is llkely

to be displaced signlficantly from the perfect host lattice

sLte- The exact dispracement is unknovrn, nor is it a good

idea to calculate the dlsplacement of the impurity cat.íon

alone (say, by minirnlzrng the rattlce energy) wr.thout con-

sidering the relaxation of Ëhe rest of the ions since then,

the totariÈy of the varfatlonal freedom rests on this param-

eter alone, and the resultant displacement is bound to be

too large. For this reason , the calculations are performed

wlth the impurity ion (Li+ ln all of the present cases) un-

dlsplaced and then it is repeated for KCI:Li wfth the Li+

lon dlsplaced ourward (arbirrarily but reasonably) by 0.0g

of the N.N. spacing along the symmetry axis. This partfcu-

lar value is taken from the lattice relaxation calculation

of ong and Vail ( 30) . The changes fntroduced by the dls-
placemefit. can then be examined.

The computatl-ons âre done using the same basis set as

llsted in Table 4 for the K+ ion, The ímpurity Li+ ion is
placed on the (010) posltion, and, sr.x uncontracÈed GTo of

exponents 266.275, 40.048, 9.029, 2.433, 0.711 and 0.048 are

used. The ground state is calculated using s-type orbttals

-C ENTRE S
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centred at the vacancy. For the Fnt and , Or_exclted states
(see Flg " 2 on P -23) tne entlre calcuratlon is repeated us-
ing p -orbítals ( overlapping the tmpurity ion) and p -orbi-Y - -"'r r lvLLt Pz

tals (overlappfng the host ions) respectivery. The expo-

nents are set to be the same as those llsEed in Table 4 "

The results for KCl:Li and KBr:Ll are listed in Table 9.

3"3.2 Hvperfine rnt.eractions

Because of the presence of the Li impurity ion at (ot0),

the host K+ ions at (0i0) and (00r) become fnequivalent, and

the correspondlng isotroplc and anisotropÍc hfs constants

are different for the three different sites. using the same

theory as presented in section 3.2.2, these parameters are

calculated for KCl:Li and KBr:L1. The results are shov¡n Ín
Table 10" The spin denslties along the Èhree inequivalent

directions [0lo], t0Ï01 and t00tl ln KBr:Li are plotted fn
Fig. 9.

3.3 " 3 Displacement of Lf* ion

To see the effect of the drsplacement of the impurity
¿

Li'ion, the calculations $rere repeated for KCr:Ll wlth the
+

Ll'ion displaced by 0"08 of N.N. spacing a!¡ay f rom the va-
cancy al0ng the symmetry axis (y-axis) " The results are

shown in Table I I. The previous results of undispraced Li+

are also shown alongslde for convenience of comparison.
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Table 9

0ptical absorption ,of F^-centres Ín KCl:L1
and KBr:Li. The Li- ionA is at perf ect host
lattice site.
oEl 

":d oE2 are lh.-FAI ïtd.EtZ_rransirionenergl_es respect j_veIy " ò is the F^ .t -F^,
splitting " Energies are in units oT' e3Í
The numbers inside the brackets are corre-
sponding experir¡enÈal values taken from
Luty, Ref " 27 "

KCl:LÍ
2.26

(1"e8)

1.89

(1"82)

2"48

(2.2s)

2"L0

(2"00)

0"22

(0.27)

0"2r

(0. t8)
KBr:Li
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Table 10

Isotropic hfs con.stanËs ttatt and anisolropic
hfs constants "b" in KCl:Li and KBr:Li.Itarr anl rrb rr are Ín units of l"l[z " K.. is the
host K' ion on the symmetry axís (the axiç
joining the F-cent.re and Lhe impuriEy Li-
ion) r¿hi1e Kp is the host. K' Íon perpendi-cu-
lar to t.he synmetry axis. ExperimepJpJ- data
for KCI:Li are quoted from Mieher ('ol 

, and
for KBr:LilqAtre quoted from Watanabe, Mori
and ohkura ()Y) 

.

I xcl:Li I xBr:Lí

a(Li)
a (K"( )
a(Kp)
b(Li)
b (Kr<)

23"74
7.83
7"83
0.95
0"52

7,88
23.7I
23"36
0"63
0,99

2r"90
5.8s
6"66
0.79
0.40

6"93
22. 4I
2r"09
0"58
0.84
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Fig. 9

SpÍn densities plotted along the [010],

l0Ï01 and t00il directions in KBr:Li to show

the asymmetry due to the presence of the im-
_.+.Purr_cy Lt_ l_oÍ1 .

O : [0 f0] direction

É : t0T0l direcrion

^, : [001] direcrion
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Table l1

Comparison betr¡een resul_ts of calculations
with an undisplaced and displaced LÍtion in
KCl:Li" The displacement is 0"09 of N.N.
spa cing outr,¡ard along the symmetry axis.
The various symbols have the usual meanings
as explained in the prevÍous Tables. Ener-
gies are in units of eV. and hfs parameters
are in units of MHz.

¿ E.
^E;
å
a(Li)
a (K", )
a(Kp)
b(Li)
b(K,.)

2"26
2. 48
0 .22

23"74
7.83
7 "83
0 " 9s
0"52

2. 17
2"34
0.17

15"91
7.93
8.54
0"78
0"52

r.98
2"25
0 .27
7"88

23"71
23"36
0.63
0.99
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Chapter IV

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

0n account of Ëhe theory presented in Chapter 2r it is

clear that the cluster method used here can actually be

looked at as a kind of ab-ínitio extended ion calculation

r¿here the electronic structure of the first N"N' is self-

corrs istently taken into account. This differs from the pre-

vious rvork along similar lines e " g. , Wood and Joy (I^lJ) ,

Ref" (i3) in an important aspect., namely Ëhat self-consistent

core readjustment ín both the ground and excited states is

f u11y incorporated in Lhe UIIF level of treatment. (This Lras

ref erred to as 1eve1 1 in the discussi,on in Chapter 1, P" 5).

The results of the present calculations, as presented in

Chap ter 3, mostly speak for thems elves. A qualitative sum-

mary, as ¡vel-I as their implications, âre given be1ow"

4.1 F-CENTRES

lJe believe that the basis set used in this calculation is

fairly extensive, and that it has sufficient variatÍona1

flexibili ty .

The calculaËed absorption energÍes agree quite well r'rith

experiment, rvith the exception of LiF. This is evídent from

the Ivey-Mollwo plot as shown in Fig. 4" Wíth reference to

B6
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Table 5, P.61r wê note that the UHF absorption energies are

not very much dlfferent from those obtained from Lhe extend-

ed-ion calculations of wJ. rt seens, then, that core read-

justment is not particularLy important in the F-centre ab-

sorption process. Further, the 1or¿ absorption energy of LiF

obtained by both I^lJ and the present UHF calculation seem to

indicate the deflciency of neglecting the electronic struc-

tures of ions more distant than the N.N., since, in somewhat

similar calculations r¡hen further she11s of neighbours are

included (e,g., Leung and Song(16), chaney and r,ir,(35), Ten-

nyson and IIurretl (65) 
' 

(66) (see epilogue) ) resurrs which

agree r.airly well r¿ith experiment are obtained. All theo-

retical efforts fail to yÍe1d the apparently anomalous ex-

perimental absorption energy of Lir, but there have been

reservations about the accuracy of this experimental va1-
(60)

ue

The theoretical

tra rr has long been

prediction of the isotropic hfs constant

recognised to be an extrernely difficult

task because it depends on the \,¡avefunction at one spatíal

point only, i.e., l9(Arlf 
t 

Thus, ',atr is sensitÍve ro a1-

most every parameters in the calculation, and notably so to

the chosen basis set. From Tabl. 6: p.69, where the calcu-

lated values of rrart are shovn, it can be seen that the uHF-

cluster method produces results v¡hich are too high in the

lithium halides and too low for the potassium halides. when

compared r¡ith the correspondÍng results obtaíned by other
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theoretlcal methods (e"g", the BSG pseudopotential meth-

oa(24) ' 
(25) 

, the extended-ion calculations of wood and

opík (14) 
' 

(15) 
) , the uHF results are lor¿er in all cases. Al-

though basis set effects may play a part, there is 1ittle

doubt, horvever, that the poor agreement of Ëhe UHF results

r¿ith exp eriment is largely due to neg lect of the elect ronic

strucEure of the second and further nearest neighbours.

Woo¿(17) has demonstrated the importance of this in hfs pa-

rameÈer calculations " rn the terminology of the cluster

model, it is the neglect of the overlap of the cluster and

environment wavefunctions. In this case, the second nearest

neighbour halide ions may play an important role since it is

¡¿e11-known that they are quite diffuse in arkali halide

crysÈa1s " Thus, the UHF cluster results deviate successive-

ly furEher from experimental data r,¡ith increasing anion

sLze, ranging from 45"Á in KF to 617" Ín Kr. rt is interest-

ing to note that the opposite trend prevails in the BSG cal-

culation.

More or less the same discussion applies to the axÍally

symmetrÍc anisotropic hfs constantttbtt, as is evident in Ta-

b1e 7, P"70. Here, rvhíle the UHF results are l-o¡ver tharr the

corresponding BSG results, they are also 1or+er than the ex-

perimental values in all cases. Again, the electronic

s truc ture of Lhe second nearest neighbours may be largely

responsible for the discrepancies.
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The relevance of UHF calculations for paranagnetic sys-

retns and the effect of spin pola rízaEion have been advocated

beiore. IJhite it is dif f iculË to have quantÍtat.ive assess-

ment of its influence on the total energy (unless one re-

peaÈs the whole calculation with RHF nethocl), Figs. 5 and 6

(P"73 and 74), r,¡hich illustrate the relative shift of rhe

spin up-spin down orbital eigenvalues, show that it is not

negiigib 1e " This effect is rnore pronounced in the lithium

halides than in the potassiun halides " rn Lir', each spin

down leve I 1s shif ted up by about 0 . I eV. from i ts corre-

sponding spin up level. In KCI, the ínner core Ievels are

only very slightly affected while the "3s" and the "3p" lev-

els are shifted by about 0.03 eV. on the average.

Est.imates of. the contribution of spin pola rízation to the

isotropic hfs constants are shown in Table 8 on p.75. Ex-

cept for I(r, they are all positve, and are approximately zo%

in the lit.hium halides while in the potassium halides, it

decreases f rom abou E 7"/" ín KF to abou t -0.2% in Kr. rken-
(61)

berry et.al.'" - ' has calculated the same quantity in LiF by

a perturbation method using the Gourary and Adrian type rrr

!¡avef unction(7). They obtained a value of 15.424 MHz, which

is quite close ro our estimate of f 1.517 lfl-l-z. In any case,

the present calculation indicates Ëhat the neglect of spin

pola rízation is probably tolerable in the potassium halldes

while it is much less justifie<1 in the lithÍurn halirles.
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rn prlnclple, it is also possfble to calculate the hfs

parâmeters of the excited state (the spin-orbit coupltng

cons tant and the orbf ta1 g-factor) of the F-centre with the

uHF cluster results. Smtth(62) ' (63) has discussed these in

deta11" such calculations, however, are not carried out in

the present case for the following two reasons:

(a) The 2p-tike excl-ted state of the F-centre is generally

more diffuse than the 1s-tike ground state. Therefore, the

basfc assumption of small cluster-envÍronment overlap is not

well-justifíed. consequently, calculatlons based on our ex-

cited state \¡ravef unction are not expected to be reliable.

(b) smith in Ref.62 and 63 has performed extended-ion

calculations on the spin-orbit coupring constanEs and the

orbltal g-factors respectfvely, and concluded that the major

contributlons come from the second nearest nelghbours.

s fnce the elect ronic s tructures of the second neares t neigh-

bours are lgnored 1n the present work,

further suspect.

calculations of these

parameters would be

Lattlce dlstortion has been fgnored in arl of the above

calculatlons" However, all theoretl-cal work in the past in-

dicates that dfstortf.on in the ground state is insfgnifl-

cant, and if a Frank-condon type of transltion is assumed,

the neglect of lattice distortion in the F-centre absorp tion

process is well j ustifled. Lf.kewlse, electron-phonon inter-

act ion ls also ignored, although it mny play an important

role ln the relaxed exclted state, fts effect is known to be

negllgibre in the ground state and the absorprlon process.
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4"2 F
-A -C ENTRES

The tAt-tO2 splitting in the FA-"entre has long been a

challenge 1n colour centre carcuration. ong and v.rr(30)
have presented a concise review of this subjecl. slnce the

splittfng, due to the dffference in the erectronfc struc-

tures of the host and impurlty cations, 1s rerativery s¡narl
(around 0 "2 ev. ) , the particurar theoretical model must be

suffÍclently accurate to take detatled account of such dif-

ferences. rt has already been reported in chapter I that

the BSG pseudopotential method has noL been fully satisfac-

Èory in treatfng this problem. Table 9 on P .81 shov¡s the

results of the present calcuratfons on the splittings to be

in good agreement with experiment, both in direction and

magnftude, and thus demonstrates the fact that the uHF clus-

ter moder is capable of dealing with detailed energetics at

the ab-initio 1eve1.

The calcurated values of hfs parameters as shown in Tabre

10 on P.82 follor¡ more or less the same trend as 1n the F-

centres. As Ln the F-centres, the calculated isotroplc hfs

constants for the K+ ions are too low, probably due to the

neglecE of the second nearest neighbours. However, it is

surprisJ-ng to see the large discrepancies in the varues of

a(Lf) where the theoretical resurt.s are much larger than the
/58),(59)experimenÈal'' The experimental spin densittes at

the impurity Li+ site are rather small. The ratlo of the

spin densitles at the Li+ site and at the Kr. site, given by:
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lçcr;>l'
I 9.c K*) l' AN(L¿) ø c K¿)

e"(K,.): ìluclear g-f actor of *39 - 0.2606

e*(Lt¡: Nuclear g-factor of 
"17 

= 2.I706

?"CK") a,CLi)

where

and

are experimentally 0.040 and 0.037 for KCl:Li and KBr:Li re-

spectíve1y. Both Mieher(58) and wara.,"b.(59) arrribured

thfs to the (fafrly substantial) dlsplacement of the Li+ ion

outv¡ard from the F-centre along the symmetry axis. wlth

reference Lo Table ll on P"85r w€ see that, according to our

calculation although the displacement does lower the varue

of a(Lf), such large "on-axis" dlsplacement as suggested by

Mieher and I.Iatanabe et. ar' s data is unlíkely. Moreover,

Rosenburger and l,utr(64) have shown that, in KCr:Li, the Lt+

ion tunnels between four equl-varent off axis sites, based on

evidence from electric field modulated absorption experi-

ments. This effect may go some way towards explalning the

discrepancles tn KCl:Lt. The situation in KBr:Li fs even

less clear, where the Lt+ ion is thought to rle on axis.

The equaltty of the UHF a(K,¿) and.(Kp) in Tabre I0 on

P.82 1s accidental. our calculations shor.r that this is due

to the balance between the magnitude of the F-wavefunct lon

and spln polartzation. At the K* site,the smaller magnltude

of Ehe F-wavefunctfon (rerative to that at the kp sfre) is

accompanied by a larger contiubuÈfon due to spin pola rrza-

tíon"
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rt is evfdent from Table tl on p.85 that dlsplacement

along the symmetry axls of the impurity Lt+ ion does not

change the above discussion qualitatively" a(Kr.) and a(Kp)

are no longer equal buE their relative magnítudes are oppo-

site to the experimentar data. The same ls true for KBr:Li

even with the L1+ undlsplaced.

4.3 GENERAL CONSIDERATION ON COMPUTATION.A,L SCALE

Early ab-lnitio molecurar/extended-Íon calculations suf-

fered from requirement of excessive computer resources be-

cause of the huge number of multicentre lntegrals which have

to be evaluated, and the lterative nature of the subsequent

solutfon of the Fock equatlon. consequently, simprffying

assumptions vrere made (e.g. , wood and opik( 14) ' ( 15) 
l, and

the scF problem was rarely touched upon, except for the cas-

es of atoms and simpler molecules. Today, very efficient

codes performing multicentre inte:rration are generally

avallable (at least for GTo), and with Ehe rapld advancemenÈ

of cornputer technology, compuEing capacity whlch used to be

¡¿ithin the reach of the large research laboratorfes only is

now generally pc,, ìible in any fair sized lnstitute. There

is good reason to reassess some of the limítatíons set by

the early work.

All the computations pertainfng to the present work \^rere

done vlth the unlversfty of Maniroba Arndahl 470/v7 system

operating under MVS. The cPU is approxlmately z.s times
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f aster than arì rBlf 370/I68 and about t "6 tlmes sloe¡er than a

cDC 7600. The cDC cyber 205 and cray r-s, ruhlch are proba-

bly the fastest computers today for scienEific and numerÍcaI

purposes , are about 130 t l-mes f aster than the Amdahl

470/v7(67). rn a porassfum halide F-cenrre ground srare

calculatfon, using the basls set described earlfer, some

4r000,000 multicentre tÌ^'o-electron fntegrars need to be cal-

culated, although with full cubic symmet.ry, only about

150' 000 of these need to be computed from first prf_nclp1es.

This takes approximaËely thlrty cpu minutes. The amount of

cPU tíme required to do the scF calculatlon, of course, de-

pends on the initfal guess buÈ typically it takes another

thirty cPU minutes (for about- 25 iterations). Thus, the to-

tal cPU time required approaches an hour. For systems r¿ith

lower symmetry, r¡hile the computer tl-me required for the scF

calculation remains the same, the requlrement for integrar

evaluatl,on qufckly becomes dominant. For example, in the

F. ^ excited state of the F^ -centre, the symmetry fs c^ andA¿ - -A sJ¡¡lu¡eLlJ !r 
¿v

the integrars would take typically 1.5 cpu hours to compure.

These fig'res should give an ldea of the magnitude of the

computations involved. I{h11e it can be considered as "sub-
stantialtt by most l-nstallations, tÈ is, nevertheless, quÍte

f easible "

0n the other hand, if the erectronic structures of the

second N.N" are taken into account, for the simpre case of

F-centre in KF, and using Huzinaga's (tts 6p/trs 2p) ccro for
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the floride ions, the number of basis functions, N, increas-

es from 82 ro 202! The cpu time required to perform the scF

calcuratlon 1s roughly proportional to N4, if a calculatÍon

with N=82 took about half an cpu hour, a carculation wfth

N=202 would take approximately I8 cpu hours! Moreover, with

the drama tlc increase in the number of mult f-centre int.e-

grals, one would certainly run into severe storage problem.

Because of the high symmetry of the F-centre, the cpu time

required to evaluat.e the additional integrals should be

falrly minor relatfve to the scF procedures. However, in

systems of rower symmetry, Ëhe computation of the fntegrals

alone would take an unreasonabry rarge amount of computer

time. AtÈempts at this level are deflnftely beyond the ca-

pacity of the computer system here.

4.4 CONCLUSION

we have demonstrated that the UHF cluster method is ca-

pable of gtving accurate energetfcs when applfed to colour

centre problems, but fails to yteld rellable hfs parameters

due Èo the negrect of the second (or possfbly further) near-

est neighbours" one !7ay to rectf-fy this is to orthogonarlze

the resultant cluster \.¡avefunction to neighbouring íonic \Àra-

vefunct ions. The latter cân be obtained from a separate

cluster calculation, or if ress accuracy is required, slmply

taken as f ree-ion IIF !7avef unctions. The hf s parameters

could then be recâlculated.
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i'le hope that the present work r¿i1l serve as a starting

point for further ab-ínftio studies in colour centre prob-

lems, leading to rellable results where experimenÈa1 data

are less readily available.
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EP I LO GUE

After Ehe completion of the pres ent ca lcula t ions , and

with thls manuscript half wrÍtten,1t has come to our atten-

tion that there have been tr¡ro recent calculations on the ab-

sorption energy of the F-centre in LiF by Murrell and renny-

.o.,(65), (66). These authors have performed ab-initlo RHF

calculations using the ATMOL3 program documented by the

and the electronicRutherford Laboratory, Did cot , Eng land ,

structures up to Ëhe third nearest nelghbours are included.

rn the former reference, the absorption energy fs found to

be 3.2 ev. compared with the experrmentar varue of 5.I3 eV.,

whire in the latter, with improved }ladelung potentfal and

enlarged bas l-s set , it is f ound to be 4 .6 ev. However, tf

only the electronic structures of Ehe first nearest neigh-

bours are included, the absorption energy is 3.6 ev. rt ls

grattfying to see thaÈ, although using very different com-

puter programs, there fs close agreement between our re-

sults, namely 3.54 eV. vs.3"6 eV.

I{e are gratef ul to Dr. A.H. Harker of AERE, Harwerl, Eng-

land, who drew our attention to these papers.
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The computer

AP PEND IX

The UHF-Serles programs

codes used ln perfo rming the UHF ca1 cula_
tions 1n the present work are based on the uHF series pro-
grams collected ín the I'fQM library ln the l,la terf al science
Research Laboratory, univers ity of rlrinors, urbana-champ-
aign' rt involves three programs running in sequence. The

functions of each of them are briefly descrlbed below:
(t) LABEL: The user lnputs the transformatlon properties
of the basls functions under Ehe symmetry operatÍons of the
poÍnt group to which the basr-s set belongs. By considering
thls symmetry information, "LABELTtthen generates a set of
unique integrals which are to be calculated. The rest are,
by symmetryr either zero or set equal to posrtive or nega-
tive of the unlque integrals.

(2) P0LYTN: The fnformation on the nuclei and basis func-
tÍons (exponents' conEractions, etc.) are detailed. poLyrN

handles only Gaussian type basis functions (prirnitive or
contracted) and they are limited to be s, p, d and f types.
I{ith the symmetry information generated by LABEL, all the
multicentre integrals are evaluated and stored.
(3) UHF: Thts program performs the self-consistent field
calculation " The user specifies the number

spin down orbitals to be occupied and inpuËs

ess of the transformation matrix to start

of spin up and

the lni tlal gu-

the iteration,
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The algorithm has already been discussed in the texË ( see

P.49 -50) . Besides solving the SCF equatlon, UHF also per-

forms Murllken population analysis over the basfs functions.

The I11Ínois vers fon of the UHF-serÍes programs is Eai-

lored to run in a DEC-20 machlne. There, the primary con-

cern 1s r.¡lth main core storage requirement. Thusr âDongst

other things, the lndices of each integral are "pACKêd", and

compllcated array overlayfng technique is used . for dynamfc

allocation" rn adaptlng the program to run in the unfversi-

ty of Manitoba sysÈem (Amdahl 470/V7 operarlng under l'IVS),

apart from Ëhe task of. converting the entire program series

into I'rBM FoRTRAN", there 1s the hardware difference of the

36-bit-¡,¡ord in the DEC machine versus the 3Z-bit-word in the

Amdahl. This difference in word length causes partl-curar

dlfficulty l-n the "PACKing" of the fntegral labels. rn or-

der to accomodate the larger value of the lntegral indices

as demanded by the present calculaÈf-on, a dlfferent packing

scheme, based on combinatorial method, is used,

Èhe usual biÈ-shifting operations. Under the

indices as large as B4 can be packed.

0ther modifications to the brtginal program

rather than

nev¡ scheme,

are listed

below:

( 1) The maximum number of nuclear centres

343.

(2) The maxírnum number of basis f unct ions is

1s ral-sed to

raised to 84.
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( 3) The maxlmum number of prr-mitlve gaussians is raf sed to

300"

(4) More optlons in prlnting and in popuration analysis.

(5) rnterrupt timers are set up in varl-ous places and ar1

programs are made restartable " This 1s essentlal because

there 1s a ceiling for the cpu time allowed for a job in the

ins taIlatlon here.

(6) The original convergence criterion (as descrlbed on

P.50) is very fnef ficienE in handting cases when there are a

large number of orbital degeneracies. An alternative con-

vergence criterion, based on the difference ín the total en-

ergies betvreen successive iterations, ls fmplemented to deal

wlth these cas€s.

The load-modules of the Manitoba version of the uIIF-se-

rles programs are stored on dtsk in user-library

"KUNG.HFPÄcr¡. The documentaËl-on pertaining to these pro-

grams can be obtained by consulting prof. J.M. vall of the

Phys lcs Department .
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